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Executive Summary 
 

Context and Purpose of the Evaluation  

Counselling and Coaching Service (CCS) is a service designed to help students throughout their 

academic career to achieve personal, academic, and professional success. CCS is offered through 

the University of Ottawa’s Student Academic Success Service.  

CCS offers a variety of services to both undergraduate and graduate students including one-one-

counselling, career counselling and workshops, and counsellors in residence among others.  CCS 

also provides online resources for parents and professors to help them identify students in need.  

Many services subsumed under SASS seek to contribute to retention and academic success. 

More specifically however, CCS seeks to help students persevere towards graduation. CCS seeks 

to contribute to academic success through helping students achieve a more comprehensive 

measure of success determined by each individual in need.   

This formative evaluation seek to inform program managers on how the program is operating 

and provide recommendations to help improve the program. To that end, six evaluation questions 

are addressed: 

1) Is perseverance towards graduation improved?  

2) Does CCS help students achieve individual academic success?  

3) Does career counselling help student’s identify/clarify their challenges, successful coping 

strategies, and career path? 

4) What is professor exposure to CCS? 

5) What is academic advisor and other university administrator exposure to CCS?  

6) Are students aware of CCS?  

 

Multiple and robust data collection tools were used throughout the course of this evaluation 

resulting in data being collected outside of the scope of these evaluation questions. These data 

are still included in this report as it provides valuable insight to stakeholders.   

Conclusions 
 

In conducting this formative evaluation, evaluators used multiple data sources to determine if the 

Counselling and Coaching Service is meeting its stated objectives. Namely, whether or not this 

service is contributing to personal, academic, and professional success and building awareness 

throughout the university. These goals percolate into one overarching objective, i.e., to help 

students in need throughout their academic careers.  

Helping students throughout their academic careers refers to the ability of CCS to help students 

persevere towards graduation. Official records show a greater number of students who access 

CCS at the undergraduate level complete their studies at the University of Ottawa. However, at 

the graduate level, CCS does not appear to influence perseverance towards graduation. 

Therefore, two positive conclusions may be drawn from these data: CCS contributes to 

perseverance towards graduation for certain undergraduate students, and there is no difference 

between groups of graduate students who do and do not access CCS. 
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Helping students achieve individual success is of paramount importance for CCS. Counsellors 

and management perceive their efforts as helping students, but admit the difficulty in making 

these assessments. These perceptions however, are corroborated by self-report surveys. Students 

who accessed personal counselling at a greater frequency reported feeling more successful in 

their personal, academic, and professional lives; this is particularly true for those who learned 

coping strategies.  Therefore, support is found for the idea that CCS contributes to individual 

success.   

Where career counselling is concerned, counsellors report they can only assume, through 

discontinued access, that students are helped by career counselling. If counsellors are referring to 

general satisfaction with CCS, then survey data support this belief. However, if they believe they 

are helping students identify suitable jobs, clarify their career path, and identify desired jobs then 

they may be mistaken as many respondents reported being unsatisfied with this element of career 

counselling. However, this conclusion must be taken with caution due to an extremely small 

number of valid responses (24), and may not be representative of all career counselling clients.    

Of no surprise to management, awareness of CCS and its various services across the university is 

lacking. Namely, the majority of professors and students, and nearly half of university personnel 

reported unawareness of CCS. Where respondents are aware of CCS, the vast majority reported 

awareness of one-on-one personal counselling, career counselling, career workshops, and the 

majority of students were only aware of one of the multiple functions of CCS. Even some 

respondents of the career counselling survey were unaware of services offered throughout the 

career counselling process, such as the online tests.  

Recommendations  

1) Different groups report being made aware of CCS through different means:   

a. Respondents of the professor awareness survey indicate they are made most 

aware through online resources and email. While CCS’s manager indicated that 

professor exposure is most effective through outreach, the survey indicates 

otherwise. Increasing awareness efforts through online and email means may be 

most effective and consume fewer resources than outreach programs. 

b. University personnel are made most aware of CCS through posters. It may be 

pertinent to continue this effort by strategically placing posters where they will be 

most visible to not only university personnel, but also students. Placing posters in 

frequently trafficked area in each department and at various student service 

centres may be a wise use of resources. 

c. Students are made most aware of CCS via email. In fact, both management and 

counsellors feel it is these efforts that have resulted in a 30-35% increase in 

clientele over the last academic year. It is therefore recommended that these 

efforts continue.  However, the majority of students indicated vague and 

generalized reasons for accessing counselling such as “needing help”, while a 

minority of students identified specific reasons for accessing counselling, such as 

depression or anxiety. It might be worthwhile to increase awareness regarding 

what types of issues counselling can address.  

d. The client career counselling program includes several components, some of 

which clients indicated they were not aware.  Upon intake, clients should be made 
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aware of all of the offerings available through career counselling. For example, 

more than half of respondents stated they did not attend the first workshop or 

complete an online test because they were unaware these options. 

2) Resources 

a. Both counsellors and management recommend increasing staff and space due to 

the increase in clientele.  These requests seem reasonable given that several 

students report delays in receiving an appointment in a reasonable amount of 

time. 

3) Psycho educational, stress management and coping strategies workshops 

a. One of the main reasons for accessing CCS is for students to learn stress 

management techniques and coping strategies. Additionally, management would 

like to start offering psycho educational workshops to help student deal with 

anxiety during exam periods. Counsellors also feel they need to increase CCS’s 

capacity to accommodate the increase in awareness. In conclusion, these findings 

suggest offering workshops for students to learn stress management and coping 

strategies as a means to reach out to more students and lessen counsellor 

workload.   

4) Ongoing data collection  

a. Formative evaluations such as these are helpful when gauging the overall 

effectiveness of a service. Therefore, if CCS were to offer a follow up survey 

providing students with the opportunity to give feedback, CCS may be able to 

incrementally improve service delivery to better address needs of clients.  

5) Online resources. 

a. Currently, CCS has online resources for times of emergency and to help 

professors and parents identify students in need. However, there are no online 

resources for students. CCS’s manager suggested expanding psycho-educational 

workshops on topics including exam and presentation anxiety. However, our 

research suggests CCS lacks resources, and therefore, implementing online 

psycho-educational workshops may be a resource-effective means to accomplish 

this goal (Lalande & DeBoer 2006).  

b. Other online resources may be offered to help students cope with regularly 

stressful situations such as exam or presentation stressors. Currently, universities 

offer online resources and workshops on test anxiety (University of Alberta), time 

management (Ryerson University), and general stress management (Universities 

of Florida and Southern Georgia).  
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1. Introduction and Purpose of Evaluation  
 

The following is the result of an evaluation of the Counselling and Coaching Service (CCS) 

contracted by the Student Academic Success Service (SASS) to Dr. Ron Melchers and his 

evaluation team.  

CCS has not undergone a formal evaluation since its inception.  The evaluation therefore, is 

formative in nature. The purpose of this evaluation is not to question the program’s existence, 

but to examine the effectiveness of the program and provide recommendations to help managers 

improve the program (McDavid and Hawthorn, 2006, p. 21) 

1.1. Evaluation Context  

Mental illness is prevalent in Canada. Approximately 20% of Canadians will experience some 

form of mental illness throughout their lifetime; however, the demographic most likely to 

experience mental health issues are people aging 15-24. This age group corresponds with  

that of most university students. According to the Council of Ontario Universities (COU), 

students in this age range are more likely to suffer from mental distress than the general public 

(COU 2010).  Research shows that students suffer from distresses including, but not limited to, 

psychological distress, stress, unhappiness/depression, behavioural control, hazardous drinking, 

anxiety, and distress of decision making regarding to the student’s future (Adlaf et al. 2004, p. 

61; Fouad et al. 2006). This mental distress can influence students’ personal, academic, and 

professional success, which in turn, creates a need for campus based counselling services such as 

CCS to respond to these issues (Kistrow, 2003). 

Extant research finds that counselling services do in fact impact students’ ability to successfully 

complete their degrees (Porter 2011; Illovsky 1997; Hyun, Quinn, Madon, Lusting 2006), a 

service particularly important for first year and graduating students (Porter 2011; Illovsky 1997). 

For example, Lee et al (2009) in examining the records of over 10,000 students found positive 

and significant correlation between counselling services and student retention. More specifically, 

Bishop and Brenneman (1986) found that 86% of students who sought counselling because they 

were debating dropping out registered for at least one additional semester. Similarly, Illovsky 

(1997), in comparing students who received counselling with the general student population, 

found that 75% of those students who received counselling enrolled the following semester, 

whereas only 68% of the general student population re-registered.  

The prominence of mental health issues among university students speaks volumes to the 

necessity of university intervention.  As reflected in the literature, university counselling is a 

useful and effective service that provides students with the vital skills to overcome these personal 

challenges.   Utilization of these services not only strengthens retention, it improves student’s 

overall well being. 
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1.2.  Program Background  

CCS has been supporting University of Ottawa students for many years. This service is open to 

students at any point in their undergraduate or graduate degree, and offers counselling, coaching, 

and career advice to help students deal with personal, academic and career-related problems.  

The overarching goal of CCS is to provide counselling and coaching services to students through 

all stages of studies. This overarching goal can be subdivided into the following four objectives: 

a. Develop skills to achieve professional success by clarifying career goals and making 

career decisions. 

b. Develop skills to achieve academic success through reaching academic potential. 

c. Develop skills to achieve personal success through recognizing challenges in life and 

developing coping strategies. 

d. Build awareness through written materials, presentations, workshops, and training. 

Program inputs currently include 6 regular counsellors (one of which is a counsellor in 

residence), 5 contract counsellors, 2 support staff, five counselling interns, online resources, and 

subsidized tests.  

 

1.3 Evaluation Purpose   
 

The purpose of this evaluation is to: 

 Determine whether CCS contributes to a student’s ability to persevere towards 

graduation. 

 Determine whether CCS improves individual academic success. 

 Determine whether career counselling helps students determine and/or clarify their career 

path. 

 Determine the extent to which professors and other university personnel are aware of and 

exposed to CCS. 

 Determine the extent to which students are aware of CCS. 

Based on findings, this evaluation provides feedback to SASS in order to improve their service. 

This evaluation has implications for stakeholders including: SASS, CCS, counsellors, professors, 

academic assistants and advisors, and students at the University of Ottawa. 

 

1.4   Evaluation Framework 

 
In August 2011, SASS approached Dr. Ron Melchers, a professor in the Department of 

Criminology and member of the Centre for Research on Educational and Community Service at 

the University of Ottawa, to assemble a research team and conduct an evaluation of CCS. The 

evaluation spans August 2011 – April 2012. 
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A logic model, evaluation questions, and methods to assess these questions were developed 

through consultation with the director of SASS, Murray Sang and the CCS manager, Donald 

Martin, examining documentation provided by Mr. Sang, and other documentation collected by 

the evaluation team.   

In September 2011, the evaluation team led by Dr. Melchers met with Mr. Sang and Mr. Martin 

to discuss the proposed evaluation. The evaluation framework was approved with minor 

revisions and data collection began the same month. 

1.3.  Logic Model 

Logic models are a way to represent a program through mapping out goals, objectives, 

categorizing program activities, and outlining how they are related to outputs and outcomes 

(McDavid and Hawthorn, 2006). The overarching purpose of Counselling and Coaching Service 

is to help students at various stages of their academic careers. From that objective, several sub-

objectives, related activities, and outputs and outcomes emerge.  

The first sub-objective of CCS is to help students develop skills in order to achieve professional 

success by clarifying career goals and making career decisions. This involves students first 

attending an initial small group session, then attendance at a workshop in order to introduce 

students to career development and encourage them to think about career aspirations. Students 

then have the option to complete two online tests (Strong Inventory and Myers-Briggs Type 

Inventory tests), and to attend a second workshop to interpret test results and develop a career 

action plan. Individual follow up in the form of counselling is offered as needed. Outputs include 

workshops attended, tests taken, and results interpreted. The intermediate outcome of this 

objective is career goals clarified and career decisions made.  

The second sub-objective of CCS is to help students develop skills to achieve academic success 

through reaching academic potential. This involves students attending an initial assessment to 

determine coaching needs, and then attending individual counselling sessions where they will 

learn how to manage stress, time, improve study habits, and learn coping strategies. Students can 

also receive assignment extensions or special accommodations when writing an exam. At these 

sessions students can discuss any aspect of their academic or personal life with a counsellor and 

receive support and guidance. Follow up is offered as needed. Outputs for this objective are 

coaching sessions attended, extensions for assignments given where appropriate, academic issues 

discussed, stress management, time and coping skills learned, and referrals made where 

appropriate. The intermediate outcome of this objective is that academic potential is reached.  

The third sub-objective of CCS is to help students develop skills to achieve personal success 

through recognizing challenges in life and developing coping strategies. This involves students 

attending an initial assessment to determine counselling needs, and then attending individual 

counselling sessions. These sessions are the same counselling sessions offered in the second sub-

objective. Follow-up sessions are provided as needed. As counselling is provided on a short term 

basis, referrals are made to appropriate community resources as needed. Outputs for this 

objective include: counselling needs are identified and a plan is established, individual follow-up 

sessions are attended, personal issues are discussed, extensions for are assignments given where 

appropriate, academic issues are discussed, stress management, time and coping skills are 
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learned, and referrals are made where appropriate. The intermediate outcome of this sub-

objective is challenges recognized and coping strategies developed.  

The fourth sub-objective of CCS is to build awareness through providing written materials, 

presentations, and training sessions. This involves offering in-class presentations, university 

personnel training sessions, distributing fliers and pamphlets, offering online resources, and 

sending out emails. Outputs for this objective include: presentations are made, training sessions 

are attended, fliers and pamphlets are distributed, online resources are accessed (hits), and emails 

are sent out. The intermediate outcome of this objective is that students, professors, university 

personnel, and parents are made aware of the resources and opportunities of this service. 

The long term outcome of the program is that the counselling and coaching service helps 

students overcome challenges throughout their studies.   

1.4. Evaluation Questions 

CCS operates on the assumption that the services provided have a positive correlation with 

personal well being, whether that takes the form of personal, professional, or academic success. 

Following consulting with SASS and CCS, and logic model development, the following 

evaluation questions were derived: 

 

1) Is perseverance towards graduation improved?  

2) Does CCS help students achieve individual academic success?  

3) Does career counselling help student’s identify/clarify their challenges, successful 

coping strategies and career path? 

4) What is professor exposure to CCS? 

5) What is academic advisor and other university administrator exposure to CCS?  

6) Are students aware of CCS?  

 

2. Evaluation Methods 
 

Table 1 outlines the evaluation matrix and identifies evaluation questions, indicators, and data 

sources used. Each data source is expanded on below.
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Table 1: Evaluation Matrix 

 

Evaluation Questions 

 

Operationalization 

 

Indicator(s) 

 

Source of data 

Is perseverance towards graduation 

improved? 

Students continue their studies at the 

University of Ottawa from year to 

year until graduation. 

Number of students who graduated 

from the University of Ottawa within 

five years when compared to the 

control group.  

Student records 

Official program records 

Counsellor focus group  

Is individual success improved?  Student’s perception that CCS helped 

with their individual success.   

Counsellor’s perception that their 

efforts helped students overcome 

challenges.  

Student’s feel their individual success 

is improved.  

Counsellor’s perception that their help 

improved a student’s chances of 

individual success. 

CCS client survey 

Counsellor focus group 

Does career counselling help students 

identify/clarify their career path? 

After accessing career counselling, 

students have a better idea of career 

goals and/or how to achieve these 

goals.  

Number of students who feel that CCS 

has helped them clarify their career 

path/goals. 

Student Survey 

 

What is professor exposure to CCS?  The ability of professors to identify 

the existence of, the purpose of, and 

how CCS can help students. 

Number of professors who have had 

different degrees of exposure to CCS 

(e.g., are aware, referred students to, 

had other contact with CCS). 

Professor survey 

What is academic advisor and other 

university administrator exposure to 

CCS?  

 

The ability of academic advisors and 

other university administrators to 

identify the existence and purpose of 

CCS and how this service can help 

students.   

Number of academic advisors and 

other university advisors who have 

had different degrees of exposure to 

CCS (e.g., are aware, referred students 

to, had other contact with CCS). 

Academic advisors and other 

university administrator survey 

Are students aware of CCS?  The ability of students to identify the 

existence and purpose of CCS and 

how this service may help them.  

Number of students who are aware of 

CCS and their services. 

Student survey 
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2.1. Operational Framework 

  
This evaluation raises several concepts requiring operationalization. First, for the purposes of this 

study perseverance refers to students continuing their studies at the University of Ottawa from 

year to year until graduation. For perseverance towards graduation to be considered as improved, 

there will be more students who complete their degree within five years who accessed CCS, than 

of those similar in profile who did not access CCS. The term individual success refers generally 

to a student’s perception that CCS helped them succeed personally, academically, or 

professionally. Student awareness refers to the ability of a student to identify the existence and 

objectives of CCS. Academic potential reached refers to student’s perception that they have 

maximized their academic ability since accessing CCS.  Lastly, exposure refers to professor, 

academic advisor, and university administrator awareness and experience with CCS. 

2.2. Data Collection Tools  

To answer the evaluation questions, a mixed method approach was taken. Six lines of evidence 

were perused. Data were provided by institutional research and planning (IRP) on perseverance 

towards graduation for a sample of CCS clients and a control group. Five online surveys were 

administered to career and personal counselling clients, professors, and a sample of University of 

Ottawa students. A focus group was conducted with counsellors, and a key-informant interview 

was conducted with the manager of CCS. The triangulation of data sources allows evaluators to 

ensure a degree of validity within the collected data.  

2.2.1. IRP Data 

IRP provided evaluators with data for an experimental and control group of students at the 

University of Ottawa. Data for the experimental group were derived from students who have 

accessed CCS between 2002/2003-2006/2007, whereas the control group is those who did not 

access CCS services. These data are used to assess perseverance towards graduation. Using this 

data range provides enough time to follow up on students in the sample to determine if they 

graduated.  

The experimental group was derived from CCS records. To maintain confidentiality, these data 

were provided to IRP who then derived a control group from official registrar records based on 

faculty, cohort, language, and gender.   From official registrar records, the control group was 

created as a stratified sample based on faculty, cohort, language, and gender.    

The data provided by IRP are divided into undergraduate and graduate samples. Undergraduate 

control and experimental group data include faculty, gender, language, the year in which the 

student returned to study, and the number of years to graduation. The graduate control and 

experimental group data include gender, program type, status after five and nine years 

(graduated, in progress, or withdrawn), and sessions to graduate. 

2.2.2. Surveys 

Survey response rate tables can be found in APPENDIX B. 
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Five surveys were each targeting a particular evaluation questions. Drafts of the surveys were 

submitted by the evaluation team to SASS at the September meeting, and were tentatively 

approved upon revisions. The surveys were revised in consultation with CCS’s manager. The 

surveys can be found in APPENDIX C. 

All surveys were administered online in English and French through SNAP, an online survey 

program provided by the University of Ottawa. The three surveys administered to students 

included an incentive, the chance to win a $50 gift certificate for the Rideau Centre.   

CCS Client Survey 

The sample of CCS clients surveyed was drawn from a list of CCS clients who, after accessing 

CCS for coaching or counselling services, consented to being contacted for evaluation purposes.  

CCS began asking clients for permission to contact in 2009. This sample included 1434 clients of 

which 1357 contacts were made. The survey was released in mid-November 2011 and remained 

open for three weeks, during which time two reminders were sent out. Of the sample, 298 

surveys were completed, yielding a response rate of approximately 22%.   

  

CCS Career Survey 

The sample of CCS career services clients surveyed was drawn from a list of clients who, after 

accessing CCS, consented to being contacted for evaluation purposes.  CCS began asking clients 

for permission to contact in 2009. This sample included 136 clients of which 130 contacts were 

made.  The survey was released in mid-November 2011 and remained open for three weeks, 

during which time two reminders were sent out. Of the total sample, 23 surveys were completed. 

In an effort to increase the response rate, the survey was again released towards the end of 

January for another three weeks, during which time, two reminders were sent out.  Throughout 

this re-release, five additional surveys completed for a total of 28 responses. These efforts 

resulted in a response rate of approximately 22%.  

  

University Personnel Survey 

A list of academic advisors and academic assistants was generated using the listings on the 

University faculty and department websites. All personnel identified as an academic advisor or 

academic assistant were included. The following faculties and departments were included: 

Science, Arts, Health Sciences, Law (Common and Civil), Telfer School of Management, 

Engineering, Education, Social Sciences – Criminology, Economics, International Development 

and Global Studies, Political Studies, Psychology, Public and International Affairs, Social Work, 

Sociology and Anthropology. The Faculty of Medicine has their own counselling program, and 

therefore academic advisors and personnel were not included as they would likely refer students 

to their own counselling program.  

This sample included 102 university personnel.  The survey was released in mid-January 2012 

and remained open for three weeks, during which time two reminders were sent out.  Of the 102 

respondents, 22 completed the survey yielding a response rate of approximately 22%. 
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Professor Awareness Survey 

IRP provided email addresses for full and part-time professors on file for the 2011 fall semester. 

The sample includes 1273 full-time faculty and 914 part-time professors, yielding a total sample 

of 2187.  The survey was distributed in early March and remained open until early April, during 

which time two reminders were sent out.  Of the total sample, 2173 contacts were made and 268 

surveys were completed for a response rate of approximately 12%. 

Student Awareness Survey  

IRP provided the contact information for a stratified sample of students at the University of 

Ottawa based on language, gender, and faculty. This resulted in a sample of 2000 students. The 

survey was distributed in early March and remained open until early April, during which time 

two reminders were sent out. Of the total sample, 1995 contacts were made and 282 surveys 

were completed, for a response rate of approximately 14%.    

 

2.2.3. Focus Groups and Key Informant Interview 

The evaluation also included a focus group of career and personal counsellors. A draft of the 

focus group questionnaire guide was submitted at the September meeting and tentatively 

approved upon revisions. The guide was revised in concert with CCS’s manager.  

The focus group explored issues surrounding counsellors’ perceptions of the goals and outcomes 

of the program, the ability of the program to achieve these goals and outcomes, improvements, 

and general perceptions of the program.  

Invitations to participate in the focus group were originally sent on January 11, 2012 to the 11 

current counsellors of CCS. Seven of the contacted counsellors were regularly appointed 

counsellors, while the other four were hired on contract for the current academic year. A follow-

up email was then sent to the counsellors on January 30, 2012.  A total of nine counsellors, seven 

who were regularly appointed and two who were on contract, participated in the English 

facilitated focus group held at the University of Ottawa on February 8, 2012.  

One key-informant interview was done with CCS’s manager Don Martin on February 15, 2012 

3. Findings  
 

Detailed data tables and complete demographic information for each sample can be found in 
APPENDIX E. 

3.1. Perseverance Towards Graduation 

Perseverance towards graduation was assessed utilizing the student record data provided by IRP, 

selected survey questions, key informant interview, and the counsellor focus group. 
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IRP Data 

 

The purpose of the IRP data is to explore whether there is a difference in perseverance towards 

graduation between a group of students who did not access CCS (the control group) and a group 

of students who accessed CCS (the experimental group). 

    

Undergraduate data were provided for cohorts starting in the Septembers of 2000 through 2006 

and followed for the registration of students each September for seven subsequent years. These 

data also indicated if students graduated in four, five, six, or seven years. Where students were 

not registered for studies for more than two consecutive years and had not returned by year 

seven, the student is assumed to have withdrawn from their studies. The total sample consists of 

5436 students of whom 2733 are in the control group and 2703 in the experimental group
1
. Of 

the total sample, 4032 graduated and 1404 students withdrew within seven years, 875 of whom 

are found within the control group and 529 of whom accessed CCS.   

 

A Pearson’s chi square (a statistical test used to analyze the association between nominal and 

ordinal-level variables) was used to examine differences in perseverance towards graduation 

between groups. This test revealed there is in fact a difference between these groups. Of those 

who accessed CCS 80% graduated, compared to the 68% in the control groups who graduated 

(χ²(1, N = 5436) =  109.871, p < .001, ϕ = .142 (ϕ2
 = 0.02)). While these findings suggest CCS 

influences perseverance towards graduation, the effect size is very weak, accounting for 

approximately 2% of the variance. This suggests there may be other variables influencing 

perseverance towards graduation.   

 

These findings remained consistent when controlling for language and gender. However, when 

controlling for faculty, no difference was found between groups in the faculties of Engineering 

and Health Sciences. Therefore, qualified support is found for the hypothesis that accessing CCS 

is linked to perseverance towards graduation at the undergraduate sample (with the exception of 

students in engineering and health sciences).  

 

Within the graduate sample, data are categorized to assess the differences between Master’s and 

PhD students.  Of all the 530 graduate students in the sample, 130 are PhD students and 400 are 

Master’s students.   Approximately 77% of Master’s students in the control group completed 

their programs of study and 82% of those who visited CCS completed their studies.  However, a 

Pearson’s chi-square revealed no differences between these groups and perseverance towards 

graduation. Of PhD students, approximately 50% in both groups completed their programs of 

study. Again a Pearson’s chi-square revealed no difference between groups.   

 

Unlike the undergraduate sample, where graduate students are concerned, there seems to be no 

difference in perseverance towards graduation between graduate students who have and who 

have not accessed CCS.  

 

Client Surveys 

 

                                                 
1
 Cases were removed because it appeared their student status was still in progress, which, in part, resulted in 

unequal number of cases. 
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A series of questions in the client survey alluded to perseverance towards graduation.  Former 

personal counselling clients were asked if they accessed CCS because they were considering 

quitting school and whether or not they stayed in school because of what they learned from CCS. 

Approximately 40% of respondents indicated they visited CCS because they were considering 

quitting school. Of those who accessed CCS because they considered quitting school, 53% 

indicated they chose not to quit school because of what they learned at CCS. A Pearson’s chi 

Square revealed a significant and moderately strong relationship between these variables (χ²(1, N 

= 156) =  33.199, p < .001, ϕ = .461 (ϕ2
 = 0.212)). When analyzed across demographic sub-

groups, the results remained significant, except for those in doctoral, post-doctoral, or other 

graduate programs, enrolled as part-time students, and . However, cell counts were too low in 

some categories (e.g. faculty and age) and therefore analyses were prohibited.  Therefore, for at 

least some students, CCS contributed to their perseverance towards graduation.  

Focus Group and Key-Informant Interview Data 

 

A focus group and key-informant interview were conducted to help answer if CCS influences 

perseverance towards graduation.  

 

Focus Group Data 

 

When asked if perseverance is strengthened, counsellors generally agreed that while this is 

“probably” the case, “it’s hard to tell because…[they’re] not always aware of the outcome”. This 

is in part due to the nature of the services offered and lack of follow-up.  Consequently, the focus 

group noted this outcome can only be assumed when access to CCS discontinues or, when 

counsellors are informed of student success.   One participant also explained that individual 

success is evaluated at the end of each session by assessing a series of factors: “what created the 

success for [the student], what strengths did they develop, or what strengths did they have, did 

they use and are now more able to use as they move forward.” 

 

Interview Data 

 

According to management, perseverance towards graduation is strengthened for those accessing 

CCS  

 

3.1.1. Conclusions 

Counsellors and CCS management both perceive CCS as helping students persevere towards 

graduation.  This hypothesis is supported by IRP data which demonstrates a relationship between 

perseverance towards graduation and accessing CCS for undergraduate students; however, no 

support was found for this relationship amongst engineering, health sciences, medical, and 

graduate students. Additionally, of the students who accessed CCS because they were 

considering quitting university, the majority indicated they decided to continue with their 

program after accessing CCS.  
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3.2. Individual Success 

Individual success was explored using two different methods: a survey of clients who utilized 

personal counselling services, focus groups with counsellors, and a key-informant interview.  

3.2.1. Client Surveys 

Individual success was assessed through a survey distributed to personal counselling clients who 

accessed CCS between 2009 and 2011. The survey yielded 298 responses. Individual success 

was measured through several questions: ranging from general perceptions to personal, 

academic, and professional success, and coping strategies.   

 

Clients were asked to assess if CCS helped them with their particular difficulty. On a scale from 

one to six, where one is not at all helpful and six is very helpful, approximately 63% agreed that 

CCS was helpful.
2
  

 
Table 2: How helpful was CCS?  

 Not at all 
Helpful 

2 3 4 5
3
 Very Helpful 

 N % N % N % N % N % N % 
How helpful did you find 
counselling with your 
particular difficulty? 

31 11 34 12 41 14 54 19 52 19 70 25 

 

A Pearson chi-square test (χ²) and where cell counts are less than five, the Likelihood ratio chi-

square (Lχ²) was used to test differences amongst demographic sub-groups. These tests revealed 

no differences amongst the sub-groups including language, gender, faculty, age, enrolment and 

international student status, and year of study. 

CCS seeks to help students with individual success, which was operationalized to include 

personal, academic, and professional success. Clients reported a combined agreement rate of 

58% success in their personal lives, 47% success in their studies, and 49% success in their 

professional lives.   

Table 3: Personal, Academic, and Professional Success 

After accessing CCS,  

I feel that I can be more…  
Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 

 N % N % N % N % N % N % 
Successful in my personal life. 36 13 28 10 56 20 72 25 53 19 40 14 
Successful in my studies. 44 16 42 15 66 23 51 18 46 16 35 12 
Successful in my professional life. 45 16 43 15 60 21 66 23 44 15 33 11 

 

                                                 
2
 All scales in this survey are on a scale from one to six where one is the negative and six is the 

positive, i.e., not at all helpful to very helpful and strongly disagree to strongly agree.  
3
 Totals contained in all tables are of valid respondents, which is to the exclusion of missing 

values, meaning that total Ns may not equal the total number of respondents.  
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Again, a Pearson’s chi square and the Likelihood ratio were used to test differences amongst 

demographic sub-groups. For success in one’s personal life, differences exist between faculty 

(Lχ²(45, N = 279) =  74.580, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .216, (Cramer’s V² = .047) and year of 

academic program (Lχ²(35, N = 272) =  50.281, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .184, (Cramer’s V² = 

.034). For success in studies, differences exist in age (χ²(30, N = 284) =  44.650, p < .01, = .216, 

(² = .047) and faculty (Lχ²(45, N = 279) =  74.580, p < .05, Cramer’s V = .206, (Cramer’s V² = 

.044). Last, success in one’s professional life, differences exist in age (χ²(30, N = 291) =  47.276, 

p < .05) and faculty (χ²(45, N = 285) =  62.703, p < .05).
4
  

Table 3 illustrates that respondents are almost equally divided in their perception that CCS can 

help them achieve success in their personal, academic, and professional lives. Given these are 

goals central to CCS, one may expect, or at least hope that CCS would have higher ratings than 

illustrated above. Thus, it was hypothesized that the higher number of counselling sessions a 

client attended, the more positively they would rate CCS.  To these ends, a Spearman’s rho, a 

correlation coefficient indicating the direction and magnitude of the relationship between two 

ordinal level variables, was used to explore this hypothesis. This test yielded a significant 

positive relationship of a low to moderately strong magnitude between the number of visits to 

CCS and perceptions of personal (rs(N=238), = .332, p <.001), academic (rs(N=241), = .263, p 

<.001), and professional success (rs(N=246), = .316, p <.001). Thus, the greater the frequency 

with which students access CCS, the stronger they felt CCS was able to help them with 

individual success.   

CCS, when necessary, tries to teach clients to manage their difficulties through a variety of 

coping strategies. Of valid responses, 62% indicated they learned coping strategies. When asked 

on a scale from one to six how helpful these strategies were, 78% of clients found these 

strategies to be helpful.    

 
Table 4: Coping Strategies 

 Not at all 
Helpful 

2 3 4 5 Very Helpful 

 N % N % N % N % N % N % 
How helpful were these 
coping strategies? 

1 1 5 3 34 19 55 30 51 28 37 20 

 

Given the correlation between frequency of access and positive ratings of CCS, and that many 

respondents who learned coping strategies, a further hypothesis related to individual success was 

tested; coping strategies are positively correlated to individual success. A Spearman’s rho 

revealed a significant positive relationship of a high magnitude between finding coping strategies 

helpful and personal (rs(N=181), = .793, p <.001), academic (rs(N=183), = .725, p <.001), and 

professional success (rs(N=178), = .745, p <.001). These findings suggest support for the 

hypothesis that coping strategies taught by CCS do indeed contribute to perceptions of individual 

success
5
.   

                                                 
4
 Measures of association are not significant for these variables.  

5
 Spearman’s rho revealed a high correlation among the dependent variables. This may indicate the results are 

artificially inflated.  To verify true effects, partial correlations and layered chi-squares were used to test the effects 
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3.2.2. Focus Group and Key Informant Interview 

While counsellors assume they can help students achieve individual success (i.e., aiding students 

with personal, academic, and social issues) this assessment is admittedly difficult.  This is 

particularly true of students who access career counselling. With personal counselling, 

counsellors become aware of improvements through visible changes through follow up 

appointments, students tell them they no longer feel counselling is required, or counsellors are 

even thanked for their help. However, similar opportunities are not often available with career 

counselling clients.  The assumption of success lies only within the fact that a career counselling 

client ceases to access CCS.  

Similar to counsellors, CCS management believes, through counselling clients are better able to 

overcome social, personal and academic issues, which contributes to individual success. 

3.2.3. Conclusions 

Findings suggest the majority of students surveyed indicate that CCS is helpful, and that the 

coping strategies learned through counselling greatly contributes to individual success. The more 

frequent the counselling sessions, the greater is the perception of individual success. Similar 

findings are reported by counsellors who find students become more successful through 

counselling sessions.  

 

3.3. Career Counselling 
 

The degree to which career counselling helps clients identify/clarify their career path was to be 

measured using two methods: a survey of career counselling clients, and a focus group of this 

same population. However, despite the repeated efforts of evaluators, no previous clients 

responded to the focus group invitation. 

3.3.1. Career Counselling Survey 

The purpose of this survey was to determine if CCS helps students clarify their career goals and 

help them decide how to better achieve these goals. To assess the latter, it was first necessary to 

determine why clients sought out career counselling.  

Clients were asked for what reason(s) they accessed CCS. More often than not, respondents 

accessed CCS for general help making career related decisions, followed by to clarify career 

goals, make graduate school decisions, determine if their course selections are in line with their 

career paths, and access online tests.   

                                                                                                                                                             
of intervening variables (age, gender, faculty, student status, and international student status). These tests verified 

the relationships between helpfulness of coping strategies and personal, academic, and professional success are not 

spurious. 
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Table 5: Reasons for Accessing CCS 

Reason for Accessing CCS Number of Students Percentage of Sample 

Clarify career goals 12 43 
Graduate school decisions 7 25 
Help make decisions 16 57 

Courses and career path 5 18 
To access online tests 3 10 

 

Again differences amongst demographic sub-groups were tested. The Likelihood ratio revealed 

the only difference among sub-groups was between year of academic study and accessing CCS 

to help make decisions (Lχ²(4, N = 27) =  9.819, p < .05). 

To help clients clarify career goals and career paths, clients may participate in a number of 

activities.  Upon accessing CCS, clients are asked to attend multiple workshops. In the first 

session, students are introduced to the career services offered by CCS. Of those who responded, 

25% attended this session. On a scale from one to six approximately 80% of those attended 

indicated they found this session helpful.   

Clients are also offered the opportunity to attend two workshops. The first teaches clients about 

career counselling, encourages them to think about their career path, and presents the opportunity 

to complete online tests to facilitate this process.  Eight of 28 clients participated in the first 

workshop.  On a scale of one to six, seven participants indicated that the workshop was helpful. 

However, when asked specifically if this workshop helped them clarify career goals/path, the 

majority (63%) indicated, it did not. Those who did not attend this workshop were provided an 

open ended opportunity to explain why. Some respondents indicated they did not have the time; 

however, of valid responses, 63% of respondents said they were not aware of this workshop.   

CCS also provides students the opportunity to take online tests to help clarify career paths: the 

Strong Interest Inventory test and the Myers-Briggs indicator type test. Clients were asked if they 

completed these tests, which tests they completed, and if they did not, why not.  Of those who 

completed the survey, 12 completed online tests, with 11 who completed the Strong Interest 

Inventory test and 12 who completed the Myers-Briggs test.  Of the 16 who did not complete 

these tests, few indicated they felt no need to or were not interested; however, 50% did not 

complete the tests because, they were not aware they could.  

Upon completion of the online tests, students are offered an opportunity to attend a second 

workshop to interpret the results. Of the 12 who completed the test, 10 attended the 2
nd

 

workshop.  On a scale of one to six, respondents were asked how helpful this workshop was: half 

of the respondents felt the workshop was helpful, and while the other half felt it was not.  

To evaluate whether clients felt CCS helped them clarify their career path, three general 

questions were asked. Students were asked if they felt CCS helped them identify jobs they would 

like, jobs that are well suited for them, and if CCS helped clarify their career path.  By and large, 

clients did not find CCS helpful in these three endeavors. The results are displayed in Table 11 

below.  
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Table 6: Career Counselling 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 

 Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 

Well suited jobs 11 45.8 4 16.7 5 20.8 2 8.3 1 4.2 1 4.2 
Jobs I would like 10 41.7 5 20.8 2 8.3 5 20.8 1 4.2 1 4.2 
Career Path 11 45.8 1 4.2 6 25 4 16.7 0 0 2 8.3 

 

Due to the low number of respondents, to explore differences amongst demographic sub-groups, 

the three variables in Table 6 were dichotomized, and even then cell counts are too low in some 

categories prohibiting analysis (too many cell counts with 0s). Fisher’s Exact Test revealed 

differences exist only in enrolment status with regards to the variable ‘Jobs I would Like’ (p 

<.05, ϕ = .589 (ϕ2
 = 0.35).  

By and large, of valid responses (24 of 28 responded) students did not feel CCS was able to help 

them identify jobs well suited for them (combined disagreement rate of 83%), identify jobs they 

would like (combined disagreement rate of 71%) and clarify their career path (combined 

disagreement rate of 75%). 

3.3.2. Key Informant Interview 

Management explains that students will access CCS when they are ‘off-course’. He believes that 

through career counselling, students can be re-directed in their university career to help them 

achieve their future goals. Note, this is not for the purposes of helping a student enter the 

workforce as is the case with career services, but rather, to help students develop a ‘career plan’. 

3.3.3. Conclusions 

The majority of students access career counselling to clarify career goals and make decisions 

relating to future careers and graduate school. Most feel career counselling does not help identify 

jobs well suited, jobs they would like, or clarify their career path. However, the majority of 

students who accessed career counselling did not complete the online tests or attend the second 

workshop. In both instances students were unaware of these options.  

3.4. Exposure and Awareness 
 

The last three evaluation questions surround exposure to and awareness of CCS of three different 

groups: professors, university personnel, and students. To answer these questions, surveys were 

distributed to each of these groups. 

3.4.1. Professor Exposure Survey 

This survey assesses the degree to which professors are aware of and are exposed to CCS. Due to 

the regular contact with students, professors may be well placed to refer students to CCS. 

Moreover, professors may be contacted by CCS to make special accommodations for students 
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regarding exam writing or assignment submission. Consequently, it is important for CCS to 

know the degree of awareness and exposure of professors to CCS. 

In March and April of 2012, a survey was released to all full and part-time professors on file 

with the University as of the fall semester of 2011.  This survey yielded 268 responses. Of valid 

responses, approximately 60% of professors exhibit unawareness of CCS, while approximately 

40% are aware.  

 
Table 7: Professor Awareness 

 Number of Respondents Percent of Sample
6
 

1 - Not at all aware 73 27 
2 44 16 
3 44 17 
4 40 15 
5 30 11 
6 - Very aware 36 14 

 

Differences in demographic sub-groups were assessed.  A Pearson’s chi-square revealed only 

significant differences in language (χ²(5, N = 267) =  37.806, p < .001, Cramer’s V = .376 

(Cramer’s V
2
 = 0.14)), with a higher degree of awareness among French respondents. 

Beyond simple awareness, professors were asked to identify all services with which they are 

familiar.  By and large, professors are most aware of one-on-one counselling offered by CCS, 

and least aware of counsellors in residence.   

 

 
Table 8: Professor Awareness of Which Services 

Service Number of Respondents Percent of Sample
7
 

One-on-one counselling sessions 131 50 
Career counselling 106 40 
Career workshops 83 31 
One-on-one coaching sessions 41 15 
Career testing 40 15 
Online information 31 12 
Counselling information workshops 25 9 
Counsellor in residence 22 8 

 

Again, a Pearson’s chi square revealed the same differences described above in language and 

years teaching at the university across many of the services with which professors are aware. 

Differences exist in language for one-on-one counselling sessions (χ²(1, N = 268) =  6.904, p < 

.05, ϕ = .160 (ϕ2
 = 0.026)); for one-on-one coaching (χ²(1, N = 268) =  3.514, p < .05, ϕ = .115 

(ϕ2
 = 0.013)), career counselling (χ²(1, N = 268) =  16.146, p < .05, ϕ = .245 (ϕ2

 = 0.060)), career 

workshops (χ²(1, N = 268) =  24.906, p < .05, ϕ = .305 (ϕ2
 = 0.093)) career testing, (χ²(1, N = 

                                                 
6
 Due to rounding errors, percentages may not total 100.  

7 Professors were asked to indicate all of the services they are aware. As such, percentages do not total 100%. This is the case for 

all survey questions of this type. 
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268) =  13.046, p < .05, ϕ = .221 (ϕ2
 = 0.049)), counselling information workshops, (χ²(1, N = 

268) =  5.106, p < .05, ϕ = .138 (ϕ2
 = 0.019)), and differences exist in years teaching for 

awareness of online information services (χ²(4, N = 268) =  11.945, p < .05, Cramer’s V = .212 

(Cramer’s V
2
 = 0.044)) and one-on-one coaching years teaching (χ²(4, N = 268) =  8.680, p < 

.05, Cramer’s V = .180 (ϕ2
 = 0.032)).  

Professors were further asked to indicate by what means they have heard of CCS.  Results are 

found in Table 9 below.  

Table 9: How Professors are Made Aware of CCS 

How did you hear about CCS?  Number of Respondents Percent of Sample
8
 

Online 67 25 
Email 65 24 
Posters 33 12 
Training Sessions 29 11 
Pamphlets 25 9 
Information Session 14 5 

 

While 29 professors indicated they became aware of CCS due to training sessions, only four 

attended training sessions, all of whom indicated the training was helpful. Similarly, while 67 

professors became aware through online means, 57 professors indicated they are aware that CCS 

has a webpage dedicated to providing information to professors and parents. Of those who are 

aware of the webpage, 33 have accessed it, and of those who have accessed the webpage, 

approximately 70% indicated the webpage was useful.  

Of the 268 respondents, 40% have previously referred a student to CCS. Of those who referred 

students to CCS, 93% referred students for personal counselling, 25% for career counselling, and 

12% for coaching. 

The following comment was sent via email by a professor to the evaluation team:  

“I have referred several students for counselling – and all reported long 

delays in getting an initial assessment and then unavailability of 

counsellors. In two cases, I referred students for what I would consider 

crisis counselling – and personally phoned the Counselling Services to 

ensure that they were seen – at that time, the Counselling Services 

administrator that I spoke to confirmed my impression that there are 

potential long delays. There is no point in promoting this service more 

widely if it cannot handle the current slate of student needs.” 

Beyond making referrals, 26% of respondents have been exposed to CCS through contact made 

by CCS to make special arrangements for students.  Professors who have made special 

accommodations were asked to give examples. Examples included accommodations for students 

who need extra time to write exams, deferrals, or other accommodations for students who have 

suffered psychological issues throughout the semester. One unexpected finding from this 

                                                 
8
 Professors were asked to indicate all of the mediums by which they are made. As such, percentages do not total 100%. This is 

the case for all survey questions of this type. 
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question is that many professors referred to requests from ACCESS services for special 

accommodations for students with learning or physical disabilities, which indicate professors 

may not be as aware of CCS as they had previously indicated.   

3.4.2. Key Informant Interview 

According to CCS’s manager, another means of enhancing professor awareness of CCS is 

through outreach initiatives, noting that “what they really need…is this interaction, they need to 

talk to somebody who has some piece of advice that they can use, that they can’t find just 

looking on the web”.   

Thus, with outreach programs, CCS not only attempts to expose professors to their services, but 

also provides a venue to ask questions, including initial steps to be taken in various 

circumstances, and who they may contact in the event they encounter a situation where they are 

unsure how to respond. 

3.4.3. University Personnel Awareness Survey 

Like professors, many university personnel, particularly academic advisors, academic assistants 

and other individuals holding similar positions have regular contact with students. In some 

instances, they are the first people students approach with questions. Given their roles and 

responsibilities, these people are sometimes well-placed to identify students who may, for 

various reasons, benefit from CCS.  

The survey was distributed to 100 university personnel, 22 of whom responded.   

Respondents included academic advisors (45.5%), academic assistants (40.9%), an academic 

counsellor (4.5%), coordinator (4.5%), and career counsellor (4.5%). Approximately 55% of 

respondents indicated some degree of awareness of CCS services, while 45% indicated 

unawareness.  

 
Table 10: University Personnel Awareness 

 Number of Respondents Percent of Sample 

1 - Not at all aware 4 18 
2 0 0 
3 6 27 
4 1 5 
5 5 23 
6 - Very aware 6 27 

 

Due to the limited number of respondents, to analyze the influence of demographic subgroups on 

awareness of CCS, the awareness variable was dichotomized into unaware and aware. A Fisher’s 

exact test revealed differences in language (N = 22, p. <.005, ϕ = .624, (ϕ2
 = .39) and the 

Likelihood ratio revealed differences in faculty (Lχ²(6, N = 19) =  12.965, p < .05, Cramer’s V = 

.717 (Cramer’s V
2
 = 0.051)), however, due to extremely low cell counts, these differences must 

be taken with caution.  Differences amongst other sub-groups were not analyzed due to low cell 

counts, (i.e., cells with 0).  
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Of the CCS services offered, university personnel report most aware of one-on-one counselling 

sessions, and least aware of online information. 

 

Table 11: University Personnel Awareness of Services 

Service Number of Respondents Percent of Sample 

One-on-one counselling sessions 16 73 
Career counselling 15 68 
Career workshops 13 59 
One-on-one coaching sessions 9 41 
Career testing 7 32 
Counsellor in residence 6 27 
Online information 4 18 

 

Again, the only differences across demographic sub-groups were in language.
9
 A Fisher’s exact 

test revealed difference in awareness of one-on-one coaching sessions (N = 22, p. <.005, ϕ = 

.623, (ϕ2
 = .39)), career workshops (N = 22, p. <.005, ϕ = .568, (ϕ2

 = .32)), counselling 

information workshops (N = 22, p. <.005, ϕ = .677, (ϕ2
 = .46)), and online resources (N = 22, p. 

<.005, ϕ = .69, (ϕ2
 = .48).  Due to low cell counts, differences amongst groups must be taken 

with caution.  

Beyond simple awareness, university personnel were asked how they heard about CCS. Results 

are presented in Table 12 below.  

 
Table 12: How University Personnel are Made Aware of CCS 

How did you hear about CCS?  Number of Respondents Percent of Sample 

Posters 17 77 
Email 14 64 
Pamphlets 14 64 
Information Session 14 64 
Online 11 50 
Training Sessions 9 41 

 

As the university personnel queried hold different positions, evaluators asked personnel to 

indicate the type of contact they have with students.  Contact with students ranged from helping 

students with questions, providing academic program advice, providing information sessions, to 

career counselling.   

University personnel were further asked if they have referred students to CCS. Of all 

respondents, 17 have referred students to CCS, the highest percentage coming from the Faculty 

of Arts (35.7%) with other referrals coming from the Faculties of Education, Engineering, Health 

Sciences, Social Sciences and the Telfer School of Management. Of those 17 personnel who 

made referrals, 14 referred students to career counselling, 13 to personal counselling, and six to 

coaching.   

                                                 
9
 In many cases, cell counts returned too many 0s, prohibiting analyses. 
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University personnel were specifically asked about their awareness of the online resources 

provided by CCS. Nine personnel responded they are aware of the online resources, while seven 

of those nine responded that they have in fact accessed these resources. On a scale of one to six, 

of those who accessed these resources, all respondents indicated the webpage was in fact helpful.  

Lastly, respondents were asked if they had received training from CCS. Nine respondents had 

previously received job specific training, basics in coaching, CA in residence training, and 

informal training through workplace groups.  Of the nine respondents who received training, 

seven found this training to be helpful, while two did not. Some respondents found this training 

helpful because they learned what CCS offers, who may benefit, and were provided with 

scenarios on how to help students in need.    

3.4.4. Student Awareness Survey  

As CCS caters to the student population, it is necessary that students be aware of CCS so they 

can obtain help if necessary. Part of the evaluation then, is to assess the degree of awareness 

among the student population. This survey was distributed to 2000 students and 298 responded.  

Awareness of CCS was gauged on a six point scale. Approximately 65% of students are to some 

degree unaware of CCS, while 35% are aware.   

 
Table 13: Student Awareness 

Scale Number of Students Percentage of Sample 

1 - Not at all aware 77 27 
2 61 22 
3 43 15 
4 39 14 
5 19 7 
6 -Very aware 40 14 

 

CCS offers several services to which students may be aware. Students were queried on which 

services they are aware. Students are most aware of career counselling and least aware of online 

resources. Results are presented in Table 14.  

Table 14: How Students became aware of CCS 

Service Number of Students Percent of Sample 

Career counselling 133 47 
One-on-one counselling sessions 124 44 
Career workshops 112 40 
Career testing 61 22 
One-on-one coaching sessions 48 17 
Counselling information workshops 40 14 
Counsellor in residence 36 13 
Online information  34 12 

 

Differences were tested between demographic sub-groups and all awareness categories.  A 

Pearson’s chi square revealed a difference in language and general awareness (χ²(5, N = 279) =  

26.146, p <.001, Cramer’s V = .306 (Cramer’s V
2
 = 0.093)), and Fisher’s exact test revealed a 

difference in language among awareness of one-on-one counselling (N = 282) =  20.101, p < 

.001, ϕ = .267 (ϕ2
 = 0.071)), career counselling (N = 282) =  25.813, p < .01, ϕ = .303, (ϕ2 = 
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.091)), career workshops (N = 282) =  23.255, p < .001, ϕ = .287 (ϕ2
 = 0.082)), career testing 

(χ²(1, N = 282) = 16.959, p < .001, ϕ = .245 (ϕ2
 = 0.060)), and counselling information 

workshops (N = 282) =  3.977, p < .05, ϕ = .119 (ϕ2
 = 0.0141)). Differences across other 

demographic sub-groups were not significant.  

CCS tries to make students aware through several means. When asked how they heard about 

CCS, the majority of students indicated they became aware through email. Results are presented 

in Table 15.  

Table 15: How Students heard about CCS 

How did you hear about CCS?  Number of Students Percent of Sample 

Email 105 37 
Online 66 23 
Posters 56 20 
Referral  25 9 
In class presentations 24 9 
Information Session 17 6 
Pamphlets 14 5 

 

On a scale from one to six, students were asked if CCS is a valuable service. Approximately 56% 

agreed to varying degrees that CCS is indeed a valuable service, whereas approximately 21% 

disagreed to some extent with this statement, and 23% did not answer. 

 

Finally, part of the purpose of this survey was to help evaluators assess the degree to which 

students know how CCS could benefit them. Students were given an opportunity through an 

open ended question to describe why they believe students access CCS. This section is divided 

into four areas in which students would access CCS, with the fifth section identifying outlier 

comments.  

 

A. Guidance and Support 

The majority of responses can be grouped into a theme of seeking guidance and support. Many 

reported that students would access CCS because they need someone to talk to, they need 

someone who they can speak to confidentially, who they can be open and honest with, and who 

they know will hear them.  

 

Reports also indicate students can feel a great degree of uncertainty regarding both their personal 

future and academic future; counselling is a helpful tool for students to use to work through 

important decisions. 

 

B. Personal Guidance: 

More specifically, student feels they would access CCS for personal reasons such as having 

personal or family problems, experiencing a death of a family member or friend, are 

experiencing grief, having trouble with personal relationships, feeling lost, distressed at being 

away from home for the first time, to improve mental well-being, or suffering from depression, 

anxiety, or stress.  

 

C. Career Guidance 
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Students indicated career counselling related reasons for accessing CCS. Reasons include: help 

students get a job – including improving interview skills, help figure out career path by educating 

students on different career options, help reconsider career options, help advance a career, help 

students determine career goals and answer any career-related question students may have.  

 

Responses also indicated CCS could be helpful in figuring out what courses to take for different 

career paths, and in educating students on graduate school options. 

 

D. Academic Guidance 

Students listed academic-related reasons why they need guidance and support. The main 

academic reason was stress-related. Students indicated that easing stress, learning about stress 

management techniques or talking to someone to relieve stress were all reasons for accessing 

CCS. Other responses were related to managing work load, learning how to manage time, to be 

more efficient, and improve work habits. Additionally, students with academic troubles: bad 

grades, struggling through school, or worried about their academic future, would access CCS. 

 

E. Outlier comments 

These outlier comments indicate that there are students who do not know why they would access 

CCS. They include: to help students with financial problems, to help students with language 

skills, to help friends, or if students are ‘struggling to make ends meet’.  

 

There are also a few comments that are not directly related to why students would access CCS, 

but definitely make access easier. They include: it is an affordable service, is easily accessible, 

and it is visible.  

3.4.5. Focus Group and Key Informant Interview  

Both counsellors and management believe students are more aware of CCS than in previous 

years. Since last year, CCS has seen a 30-35% increase in the number of students accessing their 

services.  Both credit this to the monthly mass emails sent to the students for the purposes of 

increasing awareness of CCS.   

 

3.4.6. Conclusions  

Professors have been made aware of CCS mainly through online resources and emails. Less than 

half of the professors have referred students to CCS, or have accessed the webpage. This 

indicates that even if professors are aware, most are not actively engaged in helping students 

access CCS.  

 

University personal have been made aware of CCS mainly through posters, and the majority 

have referred students to CCS. University personal are also more likely to have attended a 

training session which has helped them identify the type of student who may benefit from CCS, 

indicating that they may be more influential in student referral than professors.  

 

Counsellors and management note the dramatic increase in the number of students accessing 

their service, and contribute it to greater awareness. However, most students are still unaware of 
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CCS. Those who are aware are made so through emails. Guidance, support, and learning stress 

management techniques are identified as the primary reason students access CCS. However, the 

majority of comments were single line, vague responses, indicating that perhaps students are 

unaware of the more serious reasons for which a student would access CCS.  

 

Most answers were brief, one sentence responses that only referred to one area in which CCS 

assists students. This could indicate students are not aware of the multi-functionality of this 

service. 

4. Additional Findings 
 

Throughout this evaluation eight lines of evidence were pursued: academic records, five surveys, 

a focus group, and a key informant interview.  Consequently, additional data were collected that 

do not fit into the outlined evaluation questions. Nonetheless these finding are important for 

management to be made aware.  

4.1.1. Survey Data 

In completing the online surveys, career and personal counselling clients were asked a series of 

questions to rate their satisfaction with CCS.  

Table 20 presents career counselling clients’ perceptions of access to CCS. By and large, 

students are able to obtain information about CCS, book appointments, are satisfied with the 

services provided and feel CCS is a valuable service. However, while the majority of 

respondents (56%) felt they were able to get an appointment in a reasonable amount of time, 

40% of respondents strongly disagreed with this statement.  

 
Table 16: Career Counsellors Clients Evaluation of CCS 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 

 N % N % N % N % N % N % 

It was difficult to get 
information about CCS. 

9 35 7 27 3 12 0 0 0 0 7 27 

It was difficult to book an 
appointment 

12 50 3 13 2 8 1 4 0 0 6 25 

I was able to get an 
appointment in a reasonable 
amount of time 

10 40 1 4 0 0 6 24 3 12 5 20 

I was satisfied by the services 
provided to me by CCS 

6 24 4 16 0 0 4 16 2 8 9 36 

CCS is a valuable service 2 8 1 4 2 8 5 15 4 19 12 47 

 

Table 16 presents the personal counselling clients’ evaluation of CCS. The same results for 

personal counselling emerge as was found for career clients. Unlike career counselling clients, 

more than three quarters of clients felt they were able to get an appointment in a reasonable 

amount of time.   
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Table 17: Personal Counselling Clients’ Evaluation of CCS 

 Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 

 N % N % N % N % N % N % 
It was difficult to get 
information about CCS. 

96 33 100 35 49 16 21 7 15 5 8 3 

It was difficult to book an 
appointment 

128 46.2 90 32.5 25 9 17 6.1 11 4 6 2.2 

I was able to get an 
appointment in a reasonable 
amount of time 

21 7.1 20 6.8 26 8.8 42 14.3 77 26.2 108 36.7 

CCS is a valuable service 9 3.1 8 2.8 18 6.2 37 12.8 44 15.2 173 59.9 
I was satisfied by the services 
provided to me by CCS 

31 10.5 29 9.8 29 9.8 49 16.6 71 24 87 29.4 

 

4.1.2. Focus Group and Interview Data 

Additional data collected in the focus group and key informant interview surrounds 

recommendations for improvement. Both counsellors and management recognize an increase in 

demand for their services this year.  Both recommend managing the increase in clientele requires 

more counsellors, space, and resources to reduce the current workload. More specifically, 

management is mindful of budgetary concerns and recommends increasing the number of unpaid 

interns. 

On the topic of resources, counsellors identify they are responsible for several tasks beyond 

counselling students. These tasks include: supervising interns, running and putting on workshops 

at the mentorship centers, peer mentoring, making faculty presentations, and providing medical 

interviews once a year.  Due to high workloads, they would like priorities to be better defined so 

that they may better direct their efforts on high priority activities, like personal and career 

counselling, and reduce time spent on what they perceive as low priority activities. For example 

counselors feel less time should be spent on running mentor centres, which are resource heavy.  

On a more personal note, counsellors explain their work involves intensive emotional 

investment.  To mitigate these effects, counsellors suggest adopting a four day work schedule 

which they note is common in this field of work, rather than the five-day schedule.  

Management suggests CCS programming would be improved by expanding psycho-educational 

groups to address exam anxiety. He also suggests offering workshops on how to manage anxiety 

with class presentations, as this is a popular concern with students.  Lastly, management 

recognizes a lack of awareness among faculty recommends increasing outreach efforts, which he 

believes is most effective way to expose professors to their services.  
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4.1.3. Conclusions 

The majority of career and personal counselling students are satisfied with CCS and feel that it is 

a valuable service. However, personal counselling clients are more likely to receive a more 

timely appointment than career counselling clients, who report strong disagreement with the 

statement of receiving an appointment within a reasonable amount of time. 

Counsellors have noticed an increase in demands for their services in the past year and feel there 

is a strong need to expand their capacity. They also feel their job is emotionally draining and 

therefore should return to the four-day work week, as is common in their field. Additionally, they 

have other responsibilities they feel should be less of a priority so they can focus on counselling.  

Consistent with section 3.4 where learning stress management and coping strategies were 

identified as main reasons for accessing CCS, management feels psycho educational groups to 

help students deal with anxiety during exam period would be a time-effective way to help more 

students.  

5. Limitations 
Despite the triangulation of several data sources, this study is confronted with several design 

validity issues, which includes design and measurement validity and data limitations. 

5.1. Design Validity 

Despite the triangulation of multiple data sources, this study will be confronted with several 

design validity issues. The first is with regards to internal validity, that is, the idea that there may 

be rival explanations for any given finding. In measuring perseverance towards graduation, 

although the researchers are relying on a control group, it is possible that those who have left the 

university have done so for reasons unrelated to issues addressed in counselling, such as to 

pursue endeavours of equal or higher academic excellence. Another threat to internal validity is 

maturation. Maturation occurs when natural improvements in participants coincide with the time 

accessing the service, making it difficult to tease out program effects and effects which would 

have occurred anyway. Regression to the mean is another threat to internal validity particularly 

pertinent to this evaluation. Regression to the mean refers to the idea that difficulties which 

occurred in early stages of a student’s university career – the transition period – may be 

alleviated naturally as the student becomes accustomed to the demands of university. 

Consequently, changes in the student may not be attributable to the program but rather to a 

natural regression back to the student’s state of mind (i.e., academic or personal) after an initial 

period of adjustment. Selection effects are perhaps the greatest threat to internal validity because 

the service is voluntary. Those students who access CCS recognize they need help to achieve 

academic, personal, or professional success. As such, it is quite possible that there are many 

other students within the university who also need help in these areas but either choose not to 

access CCS services or perhaps seek help elsewhere. If this is the case, the results of this 

evaluation may not be generalized to all University of Ottawa students. A final issue of concern, 

but less so due to the triangulation of methods, is that of biases in self-reported data. However, 

again, due to the design of this study, this is not likely to distort the results. 
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5.2. Measurement Validity 

Within this design, there are two main measurement validity issues which must be 

acknowledged. Firstly, response process validity is the extent to which participants display 

engagement and sincerity while a measuring tool is being used – that is, that respondents are 

taking the survey seriously and answers represent true feelings and beliefs. In the context of this 

evaluation, there is no method to assess whether or not respondents are taking the survey 

seriously, and as such, this is a recognized limitation.  

 

Internal structure validity is the second measurement validity issue pertinent to this evaluation, 

which is the coherence of a pool of items used to measure one construct. For example, in 

assessing a construct such as success, multiple indicators will be used that are thought to be 

complimentary measures of success. It cannot be entirely certain if the measures we are using in 

fact all measure the same construct until the instrument is tested on one or more samples. 

However, to avoid this validity issue to the best of our abilities, methods of face validity and 

content validity will be used. Face validity refers to the usage of indicators that logically appear 

related to measure a single construct and content validity means that a variety of questions will 

be asked that address the range of content that may exist within a single construct such as 

success. 

5.3. Data Limitations  

Within the IRP data, registration is only monitored as of every September of that academic year. 

Assuming that a student has withdrawn from the University if they have not returned after two 

consecutive Septembers creates only an approximate number of withdrawals. For example, if a 

student withdrew in the fall semester, but was registered in the following winter semester, this 

would not be captured.   

The sample size for both the career counselling clients and university personnel surveys were 

lower than desirable. In spite of response rates exceeding 21%, surveys only yielded 28 and 22 

respondents respectively.  Therefore, findings from these surveys must be taken with caution.  

The low number of respondents for the career counselling survey could be a result of a number 

of clients contacted who may have already graduated or accessed CCS several years ago and 

forgot they had. The low university personnel response rate could possibly be explained due to a 

lack of awareness of CCS, or simply they felt they could not make a meaningful contribution and 

chose not to respond.   
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations  
 

In conducting this formative evaluation, evaluators used multiple data sources to determine if the 

Counselling and Coaching Service is meeting its stated objectives. Namely, whether or not this 

service is contributing to personal, academic, and professional success and building awareness 

throughout the university. These goals percolate into one overarching objective, i.e., to help 

students in need throughout their academic careers.  

Helping students throughout their academic careers refers to the ability of CCS to help students 

persevere towards graduation. Official records show a greater number of students who access 

CCS at the undergraduate level complete their studies at the University of Ottawa. However, at 

the graduate level, CCS does not appear to influence perseverance towards graduation. 

Therefore, two positive conclusions may be drawn from these data: CCS contributes to 

perseverance towards graduation for certain undergraduate students, and there is no difference 

between groups of graduate students who do and do not access CCS. 

Helping students achieve individual success is of paramount importance for CCS. Counsellors 

and management perceive their efforts as helping students, but admit the difficulty in making 

these assessments. These perceptions however, are corroborated by self-report surveys. Students 

who accessed personal counselling at a greater frequency reported feeling more successful in 

their personal, academic, and professional lives; this is particularly true for those who learned 

coping strategies.  Therefore, support is found for the idea that CCS contributes to individual 

success.   

Where career counselling is concerned, counsellors report they can only assume, through 

discontinued access, that students are helped by career counselling. If counsellors are referring to 

general satisfaction with CCS, then survey data support this belief. However, if they believe they 

are helping students identify suitable jobs, clarify their career path, and identify desired jobs then 

they may be mistaken as many respondents reported being unsatisfied with this element of career 

counselling. However, this conclusion must be taken with caution due to an extremely small 

number of valid responses (24), and may not be representative of all career counselling clients.    

Of no surprise to management, awareness of CCS and its various services across the university is 

lacking. Namely, the majority of professors and students, and nearly half of university personnel 

reported unawareness of CCS. Where respondents are aware of CCS, the vast majority reported 

awareness of one-on-one personal counselling, career counselling, career workshops, and the 

majority of students were only aware of one of the multiple functions of CCS. Even some 

respondents of the career counselling survey were unaware of services offered throughout the 

career counselling process, such as the online tests. 

6.1.  Recommendations   

 1)  Different groups report being made aware of CCS through different means:   

a. Respondents of the professor awareness survey indicate they are made most aware 

through online resources and email. While CCS’s manager indicated that professor 
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exposure is most effective through outreach, the survey indicates otherwise. 

Increasing awareness efforts through online and email means may be most effective 

and consume fewer resources than outreach programs. 

b. University personnel are made most aware of CCS through posters. It may be 

pertinent to continue this effort by strategically placing posters where they will be 

most visible to not only university personnel, but also students. Placing posters in 

frequently trafficked area in each department and at various student service centres 

may be a wise use of resources. 

c. Students are made most aware of CCS via email. In fact, both management and 

counsellors feel it is these efforts that have resulted in a 30-35% increase in clientele 

over the last academic year. It is therefore recommended that these efforts continue.  

However, the majority of students indicated vague and generalized reasons for 

accessing counselling such as “needing help”, while a minority of students identified 

specific reasons for accessing counselling, such as depression or anxiety. It might be 

worthwhile to increase awareness regarding what types of issues counselling can 

address.  

d. The client career counselling program includes several components, some of 

which clients indicated they were not aware.  Upon intake, clients should be made 

aware of all of the offerings available through career counselling. For example, more 

than half of respondents stated they did not attend the first workshop or complete an 

online test because they were unaware these options. 

 2) Resources 

a. Both counsellors and management recommend increasing staff and space due to 

the increase in clientele.  These requests seem reasonable given that several students 

report delays in receiving an appointment in a reasonable amount of time. 

 

 3) Psycho educational, stress management and coping strategies workshops 

a. One of the main reasons for accessing CCS is for students to learn stress 

management techniques and coping strategies. Additionally, management would like 

to start offering psycho educational workshops to help student deal with anxiety 

during exam periods. Counsellors also feel they need to increase CCS’s capacity to 

accommodate the increase in awareness. In conclusion, these findings suggest 

offering workshops for students to learn stress management and coping strategies as 

a means to reach out to more students and lessen counsellor workload.   

 

 4) Ongoing data collection  

a. Formative evaluations such as these are helpful when gauging the overall 

effectiveness of a service. Therefore, if CCS were to offer a follow up survey 

providing students with the opportunity to give feedback, CCS may be able to 

incrementally improve service delivery to better address needs of clients.  

 

 5) Online resources. 

a. Currently, CCS has online resources for times of emergency and to help professors 

and parents identify students in need. However, there are no online resources for 
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students. CCS’s manager suggested expanding psycho-educational workshops on 

topics including exam and presentation anxiety. However, our research suggests CCS 

lacks resources, and therefore, implementing online psycho-educational workshops 

may be a resource-effective means to accomplish this goal (Lalande & DeBoer 

2006).  

b. Other online resources may be offered to help students cope with regularly 

stressful situations such as exam or presentation stressors. Currently, universities 

offer online resources and workshops on test anxiety (University of Alberta), time 

management (Ryerson University), and general stress management (Universities of 

Florida and Southern Georgia). 
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Appendix A: Logic Model 
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Appendix B: Response Rate Tables 
 

Table 18: Client Survey 

Survey Outcome Number Percent10 

Bounced emails 77 5.37% 

No response 1136 79.22% 

Completed survey 298 19.39% 

Total participants emailed 1434 100.0% 

      

Response Rate Calculation     

Total contacts (completed – bounced emails) 1357   

Total completed survey 298   

Response Rate   21.96% 

 

 

Table 19: Career Survey 

Survey Outcome Number Percent11 

Bounced emails 6 4.41% 

No response 108 79.4% 

Completed survey 28 20.59% 

Total participants emailed 136 100.0% 

      

Response Rate Calculation     

Total contacts (completed – bounced emails) 130   

Total completed survey 28   

Response Rate   21.5% 

 

Table 20: University Personnel Survey 

Survey Outcome Number Percent12 

Bounced emails 0 0% 

No response 79 77.5% 

Completed survey 22 21.6% 

Total participants emailed 102 100.0% 

      

Response Rate Calculation     

Total contacts (completed – bounced emails) 102   

Total completed survey 22   

Response Rate   21.6% 

 

                                                 
10

 Percentages in Tables 2 and 3 are approximate, plus or minus .5 
11

 Percentages in Tables 2 and 3 are approximate, plus or minus .5 
12

 Percentages in Tables 2 and 3 are approximate, plus or minus .5 
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Table 21: Professor Survey 

Survey Outcome Number Percent 

Bounced emails 14 0.64% 

No response 1905 87.67% 

Completed survey 268 12.25% 

Total participants emailed 2187 100.0% 

      

Response Rate Calculation     

Total contacts (completed – bounced emails) 2173   

Total completed survey 268   

Response Rate   12.33% 

 

 

 
Table 22: Student Awareness Survey  

Survey Outcome Number Percent 

Bounced emails 5 0.025% 

No response 1713 85.86% 

Completed survey 282 14.1% 

Total participants emailed 2000 100.0% 

      

Response Rate Calculation     

Total contacts (completed – bounced emails) 1995   

Total completed survey 282   

Response Rate   14.14% 
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Appendix C: Surveys 
 

The following appeared at the start of every survey: 

 

‘Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey for Counselling and Coaching Service at 

the University of Ottawa. Your feedback is important to us in how we can better improve our 

services. 

   

Nous vous remercions de prendre le temps de remplir le présent questionnaire pour le Service de 

counselling et de coaching de l’Université d’Ottawa. Vos commentaires sont importants pour 

nous car ils nous aideront à déterminer comment améliorer nos services. 

  

In which language would you like to complete the survey? Dans quelle langue préférez-vous 

remplir ce questionnaire? English/Français 

  

 Click Next to begin the survey. Cliquez sur le lien « Next » pour commencer votre 

questionnaire. 

  

 This survey should only take about 5 minutes of your time. Your answers will be completely 

anonymous. 

  

 In order to progress through this survey, please use the following navigation buttons: Click the 

Back button to return to the previous page. Click the Reset button to clear your answers. Click 

the Submit button to submit your survey.’ 

 

Professor Awareness Survey - English 

 Demographic Questions 

 

1. Which faculty do you teach in (check all that apply)? 

   Faculty of Arts 
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   Faculty of Education 

   Faculty of Engineering 

   Faculty of Graduate and Post-Doctoral Studies 

   Faculty of Health Sciences 

   Faculty of Law 

   Faculty of Medicine 

   Faculty of Science 

   Faculty of Social Sciences 

   Telfer School of Management 

 

2. What is your current position at the University of Ottawa? 

   Part-time professor 

   Assistant professor 

   Associate professor 

   Full professor  

 Other (specify) 

 ________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How long have you been teaching at the University of Ottawa? 

   0 - 4 years 

   5 - 9 years 

   10 - 14 years 

   15 - 19 years 

   20 or more years 

 

4. In the past three years which level of courses (Please check all that apply)? 

   First year undergraduate or introductory courses 
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   Second year undergraduate courses 

   Third year undergraduate courses 

   Fourth year undergraduate courses 

   Graduate level courses 

 

5. In the past 3 years what sizes of classes have you taught (please check all that apply)? 

   20 or fewer students 

   21 to 49 students 

   50-99 students 

   100-200 students 

   more than 200 students 

 

 Questions on Awareness of Counselling and Coaching Services 

 

6. How aware are you that the University of Ottawa offers counselling and coaching 

services?  

 1- Not at all aware   2  3    4  5 

 6 - Very aware   

                   

 

 If you answered 1, 'not at all aware' to question 6, please click on submit at the end of the 

survey.  

 

7. Of which of the following Counselling and Coaching Service services are you aware 

(check all that apply): 

   One-on-one counselling sessions  

   One-on-one coaching sessions 

   Career counselling  

   Career workshops 
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   Career testing 

   Counsellor in residence  

   Counselling information workshops 

   Online information on Emergency Services/advice on how to response to friends  

  in crisis 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. How did you hear about CCS? (check all that apply): 

   Email 

   Posters 

   Pamphlets 

   Online 

   Information Session 

   University personnel training sessions 

 

9. Have you ever referred a student to CCS? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

10. If yes, for what reason? (Check all that apply) 

   Personal counselling 

   Career counselling  

   Coaching 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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11. Are you aware that CCS has a webpage dedicated to providing information to professors 

 and parents? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

12. If yes, have you ever accessed this webpage?  

   Yes 

   No 

 

13. If you have accessed this webpage, how helpful did you find this resource? 

 1 - Not at all helpful   2  3  4    5 

 6 - Very helpful  

                   

 

14. Have you ever had CCS contact you to make a special arrangement for a student 

 regarding a component of your course (e.g., extension, extra time to write an exam)? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

15. If yes, for what reason. Please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

16. Have you ever received training from CCS?  

   Yes 

   No 
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17. If yes, please specify. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

18. If yes, please indicate how helpful the training was. 

 1 - Not at all helpful   2  3    4  5 

 6 - Very helpful  

                   

 

Professor Awareness Survey - French  

 Questions de démographie 

 

1. Dans quelle faculté enseignez-vous? 

   Faculté des arts 

   Faculté d'éducation 

   Faculté de génie 

   Faculté des études supérieures et postdoctorales 

   Faculté des sciences de la santé 

   Faculté de droit 

   Faculté de médecine 

   Faculté des sciences 

   Faculté des sciences sociales 

   École de gestion Telfer 

 

2. Quel est votre poste actuel à l'Université d'Ottawa? 

   Professeur à temps partiel 

   Professeur adjoint 
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   Professeur agrégé 

   Professeur titulaire 

 Autre (Spécifiez) 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Depuis combien d'années enseignez-vous à l'Université d'Ottawa? 

   0-4 ans 

   5-9 ans 

   10-14 ans 

   15-19 ans 

   20 ans et plus 

 

4. À quel niveau universitaire avez-vous enseigné au cours des trois (3) dernières années? 

(Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.)  

   1ère année du baccalauréat ou cours d'introduction 

   2ème année de baccalauréat 

   3ème année de baccalauréat 

   4ème année de baccalauréat 

   Cours aux études supérieures 

 

5. Au cours des trois (3) dernières années, de combien d’étudiants étaient composés vous 

cours? (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.)  

   20 étudiants ou moins 

   De 21 à 49 étudiants 

   De 50 à 99 étudiants 

   De 100 à 200 étudiants 

   Plus de 200 étudiants 
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 Questions sur la connaissance et l'utilization des services 

 

6. Sur une échelle de 1 à 6, dans quelle mesure êtes-vous informé des Services de 

counselling et de coaching qu’offre l’Université d’Ottawa ?   

Pas du tout informé                Très informé 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                   

 

Si vous avez répondu 1, 'pas du tout informé' à la question 6, svp, cliquez sur soumettre à la fin 

du sondage 

 

7. Le cas échéant, lequel des services suivants du SCC connaissez-vous le mieux? (Veuillez 

cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.) : 

   Séances de Counselling personnel (individualisées) 

   Séances de Coaching personnel (individualisées) 

   Counselling de carrière 

   Ateliers de carrière 

   Analyse de carrière 

   Conseiller en résidence 

   Ateliers d’information sur le counselling  

   Information en ligne sur les services d’urgence et conseils sur la façon de réagir si 

  un ami est en crise. 

Autre. Veuillez préciser :   

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Comment avez-vous entendu parler du SCC?  (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses 

pertinentes.) : 

   Courriel 
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   Affiches 

   Dépliants ou brochures 

   En ligne 

   Séance d’information  

   Formation à l’intention des employés de l’Université d’Ottawa 

 

9. Avez-vous déjà aiguillé un étudiant ou une étudiante vers le SCC? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

10. Dans l’affirmative, pour quels services? 

   Counselling personnel 

   Counselling de carrière 

   Coaching 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser :   

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. Saviez-vous que le SCC a une page Web qui contient de l’information à l’intention des 

parents et des professeurs?  

   Oui 

   Non 

 

12. Dans l’affirmative, avez-vous déjà consulté la page Web?  

   Oui 

   Non 
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13. Dans l’affirmative, sur une échelle de 1 à 6, dans quelle mesure avez-vous trouvé la page 

Web utile?  

Pas du tout informé           Très informé 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                   

14. Est-ce que les SCC vous ont contactés afin d’accommoder un étudiant au sujet d’un 

élément de votre cours (ex : délais de remise des travaux universitaires, du temps supplémentaire 

pour rédiger un examen, etc.) 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

15. Dans l’affirmative, pour quelles raisons? Veuillez préciser. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

16. Avez-vous reçu de la formation du SCC? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

17. Dans l’affirmative, veuillez préciser : 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

18. Indiquer, sur une échelle de 1 à 6, dans quelle mesure la formation a été utile. 

Pas du tout informé          Très informé 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                   

 Merci d’avoir répondu au présent questionnaire.  
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University Personnel Survey - English 

 Demographic Questions 

 

1. Which faculty do you teach in (check all that apply)? 

   Faculty of Arts 

   Faculty of Education 

   Faculty of Engineering 

   Faculty of Graduate and Post-Doctoral Studies 

   Faculty of Health Sciences 

   Faculty of Law 

   Faculty of Medicine 

   Faculty of Science 

   Faculty of Social Sciences 

   Telfer School of Management 

 

2. What is your current position at the University of Ottawa? Please specify. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How long have you been teaching at the University of Ottawa? 

   0 - 4 years 

   5 - 9 years 

   10 - 14 years 

   15 - 19 years 

   20 or more years 

 

 Questions on Awareness of Counselling and Coaching Services 
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4. How aware are you that the University of Ottawa offers counselling and coaching 

 services?  

Not at all aware          Very aware 

  1    2   3    4   5   6  

                   

 

If you answered 1, 'not at all aware' to question 4, please exit the survey 

 

5. Of which of the following Counselling and Coaching Service services are you aware 

(check all that apply): 

   One-on-one counselling sessions  

   One-on-one coaching sessions 

   Career counselling  

   Career workshops 

   Career testing 

   Counsellor in residence  

   Counselling information workshops 

   Online information on Emergency Services/advice on how to response to friends 

in crisis 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. How did you hear about CCS? (check all that apply): 

   Email 

   Posters 

   Pamphlets 

   Online 
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   Information Session 

   University personnel training sessions 

 

7. Have you ever referred a student to CCS? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

8. If yes, for what reason? (Check all that apply) 

   Personal counselling 

   Career counselling  

   Coaching 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Are you aware that CCS has a webpage dedicated to providing information to professors 

 and parents? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

10. If yes, have you ever accessed this webpage?  

   Yes 

   No 

 

11. If yes, on a scale from 1 to 6, how helpful did you find this resource? 

 Not at all aware         Very aware 

  1    2   3    4   5   6  
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12. Please describe the type of contact you have with students. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. Have you ever received training from CCS?  

   Yes 

   No 

 

14. If yes, please specify. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. If yes, please indicate how helpful the training was. 

 Not at all aware         Very aware 

  1    2   3    4   5   6  

                   

16. In what way(s) was the training helpful 

 ________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 Thank you for completing the survey. 

 

University Personnel Surveys – French 

 

 Questions de démographie 
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1. De quelle faculté faites-vous partie? 

   Faculté des arts 

   Faculté d'éducation 

   Faculté de génie 

   Faculté des études supérieures et postdoctorales 

   Faculté des sciences de la santé 

   Faculté de droit 

   Faculté de médecine 

   Faculté des sciences 

   Faculté des sciences sociales 

   École de gestion Telfer 

 

2. Quel poste occupez-vous actuellement à l'Université d'Ottawa? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Depuis combien d'années travaillez-vous à l'Université d'Ottawa? 

   0-4 ans 

   5-9 ans 

   10-14 ans 

   15-19 ans 

   20 ans et plus 

 

 Questions sur la connaissance et l'utilization des services 

 

4. Sur une échelle de 1 à 6, dans quelle mesure êtes-vous informé des Services de 

counselling et de coaching qu'offre l'Université d'Ottawa? 

Pas du tout informé                 Très informé 
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  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                   

Si vous avez répondu 1, 'pas du tout informé' à la question 4, svp, quitter le sondage. 

 

5. Le cas échéant, lequel des services suivants du SCC connaissez-vous le mieux? (Veuillez 

cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.)  

   Séances de Counselling personnel (individualisées) 

   Séances de Coaching personnel (individualisées) 

   Counselling de carrière 

   Ateliers de carrière 

   Analyse de carrière 

   Conseiller en résidence 

   Ateliers d’information sur le counselling  

   Information en ligne sur les services d’urgence et conseils sur la façon de réagir si 

  un ami est en crise. 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser :    

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6. Comment avez-vous entendu parler du SCC?  (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses 

pertinentes.) : 

   Courriel 

   Affiches 

   Dépliants ou brochures 

   En ligne 

   Séance d’information  

   Formation à l’intention des employés de l’Université d’Ottawa 

 

7. Avez-vous déjà aiguillé un étudiant ou une étudiante vers le SCC? 
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   Oui 

   Non 

 

8. Dans l’affirmative, pour quels services?  (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses 

 pertinentes.) : 

   Counselling personnel 

   Counselling de carrière 

   Coaching 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser :   

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Saviez-vous que le SCC a une page Web qui contient de l’information à l’intention des 

parents et des professeurs?  

   Oui 

   Non 

 

10. Dans l’affirmative, avez-vous déjà consulté la page Web? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

11. Dans l’affirmative, sur une échelle de 1 à 6, dans quelle mesure avez-vous trouvé la page 

Web utile?  

Pas du tout informé          Très informé 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                    

 

12. Décrivez le type de contact que vous avez avec les étudiants. 
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. Avez-vous reçu de la formation du SCC? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

14. Dans l’affirmative, veuillez préciser :  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Veuillez indiquer, sur une échelle de 1 à 5, dans quelle mesure la formation a été utile. 

Pas du tout informé          Très informé 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                   

16. En quoi la formation a-t-elle été utile?  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

  

Counselling and Coaching Survey - English 

 

 Demographic Questions 

 

1. What is your gender? 
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   Male 

   Female 

   Other 

 

2. What is your age?  

   below 18 years of age 

   18 - 20 years of age 

   21 - 22 years of age 

   23 - 24 years of age 

   25 - 26 years of age 

   27 - 28 years of age 

   29 - 30 years of age 

   More than 30 years of age 

 

3. What is your current enrolment status 

   Part-time student 

   Full-time student 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. In what year of your academic program are you currently enrolled? 

   1st year undergraduate program 

   2nd year undergraduate program 

   3rd year undergraduate program 

   4th year undergraduate program 

   Masters program 

   PhD program 
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   Postdoctoral program 

   Other graduate program 

 

5. Which faculty are you in? 

   Faculty of Arts 

   Faculty of  Education 

   Faculty of  Engineering 

   Faculty of  Graduate and Post-Doctoral Studies 

   Faculty of  Health Sciences 

   Faculty of  Law 

   Faculty of  Medicine 

   Faculty of  Science 

   Faculty of  Social Sciences 

   Telfer School of Management 

 

6. Are you an international student? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

 Effectiveness of Counselling Services  

 

7. During which year(s) of your studies did you consider accessing CCS? (check all that 

apply): 

   1st year undergraduate program 

   2nd year undergraduate program 

   3rd year undergraduate program 

   4th year undergraduate program 

   Masters program 
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   PhD program 

   Post-Doc 

   Other graduate program 

 

8. Did you access CCS for more than one issue at different times in your University career? 

 (e.g. because of stress in 1st year and then because of other/different personal issues in 

 3rd year) 

   Yes 

   No 

 

9. Did you attend more than one counselling session to address a particular difficulty in the 

 same year? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

10. If yes, approximately how many?  

   1 

   2-3 

   4-5 

   More than 5 

 

11. Did CCS refer you to other services for extended care? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

12. How helpful did you find counselling with your particular difficulty? 

 Not at all aware         Very aware 

  1    2   3    4   5   6  
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13. Did you access CCS because you were considering quitting school? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

14. If yes, did you remain in school because of what you learned during your counselling 

 sessions? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

15. Did you receive special accommodations in one or more of your classes because you 

 went to CCS? (e.g., extension, allowed to take more time to write an exam etc) 

   Yes 

   No 

 

16. If yes, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

17. Did you learn coping strategies to help you with the reason you attended counselling?  

   Yes 

   No 

 

18. If yes, how helpful did you find these strategies 

 Not at all aware         Very aware 

  1    2   3    4   5   6  
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19. After accessing CCS, I feel that I can be more successful in my personal life.  

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

20. After accessing CCS, I feel that I can be more successful in my studies.   

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

21. After accessing CCS, I feel that I can be more successful in my professional life. 

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

22. I would recommend CCS to my peers 

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

23. How did you hear about CCS? (check all that apply) 

   Email 

   Posters 

   Pamphlets 

   Online 

   Information Session 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

24. It was difficult to get information about counselling services.  
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 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

25. It was difficult was it to book an appointment with career counselling at CCS. 

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

26. I was able to get an appointment within a reasonable amount of time.  

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

27. CCS is a valuable campus service. 

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

28. I was satisfied by the services provided to me by CCS.   

 Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                  

 

  

Counselling and Coaching Survey – French 

 

 Questions de démographie 

 

1. Quel est votre sexe? 

   Homme 
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   Femme 

   Autre 

 

2. Quel âge avez-vous? 

   Moins de 18 ans 

   18-20 ans 

   21-22 ans 

   23-24 ans 

   25-26 ans 

   27-28 ans 

   29-30 ans 

   Plus de 30 ans 

 

3. Quel est votre présent statut d’inscription actuel? 

   Étudiant à temps-partiel  

   Étudiant à temps plein 

 Autre (indiquer lequel) 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Dans quelle année de votre programme scolaire êtes-vous actuellement inscrit? 

   1ère année de baccalauréat 

   2ième année de baccalauréat 

   3ième année de baccalauréat 

   4ième année de baccalauréat 

   Maîtrise 

   Doctorat 

   Programme postdoctoral 
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   Autre programme d’études supérieures 

 

5. Dans quelle faculté êtes-vous? 

   Faculté des sciences sociales 

   Faculté d'éducation 

   Faculté de genie 

   École de gestion Telfer 

   Faculté des arts 

   Faculté de droit 

   Faculté des études supérieures et postdoctorales 

   Faculté de médecine 

   Faculté des sciences 

   Faculté des sciences de la santé 

 

6. Êtes-vous un étudiant international? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

 Efficacité  

 

7. Pendant quelle année de vos études avez-vous envisagé la possibilité de faire appel au 

Service de counselling et de coaching (SCC)?  (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.)   

   Programme de premier cycle - première année 

   Programme de premier cycle - deuxième année 

   Programme de premier cycle - troisième année 

   Programme de premier cycle - quatrième année 

   Programme de maîtrise 

   Programme de troisième cycle (doctorat) 
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   Programme postdoctoral 

   Autre programme d’études supérieures 

 

8. Avez-vous fait appel au SCC à plus d’une reprise pour plus d’un problème pendant vos 

 études universitaires (p. ex. en raison du stress durant la première année de vos études, 

 puis à cause d’un problème différent/personnel durant la troisième année)? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

9. Avez-vous assisté à plus d’une séance de Counselling durant la même année pour régler 

 un problème particulier? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

10. Dans l’affirmative, combien de séances environ?  

   1 

   2-3 

   4-5 

   Plus de 5 

 

11. Le SCC vous a-t-il aiguillé vers d’autres services afin que vous receviez des soins 

 prolongés? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

12. Dans quelle mesure avez-vous trouvé utiles les services de Counselling en rapport avec 

 votre problème particulier?  

 Pas du tout utile         Très utile 

  1   2   3   4   5   6   
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13. Avez-vous eu recours aux services du SCC parce que vous envisagiez d’abandonner vos 

 études? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

14. Dans l’affirmative, avez-vous décidé de poursuivre vos études grâce à ce que vous aviez 

 appris dans les séances de Counselling? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

15. Avez-vous bénéficié de mesures d’accommodement spéciales dans un ou plusieurs de 

 vos cours par suite des séances de Counselling auxquelles vous avez assisté (p. ex.  

 prolongation de délais pour la remise des travaux, temps supplémentaire accordé lors des 

 examens)? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

16. Si oui, spécifié. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

17. Avez-vous appris certaines stratégies d’adaptation visant à vous aider à régler le 

 problème pour lequel vous avez fait appel au SCC?  

   Oui 

   Non 

 

18. Dans l’affirmative, dans quelle mesure avez-vous trouvé ces stratégies utiles?  

 Pas du tout utile         Très utile 
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  1   2   3   4   5   6   

                   

19. Maintenant que j’ai consulté le SCC, je crois que je peux mieux réussir ma vie 

 personnelle.  

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

20. Maintenant que j’ai consulté le SCC, je crois que je peux mieux réussir mes études. 

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

21. Maintenant que j’ai consulté le SCC, je crois que je peux mieux réussir ma carrière. 

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

22. Je recommanderais le SCC à mes collègues. 

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                  

23. Comment avez-vous entendu parler du SCC? (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses 

 pertinentes.) 

   Courriel 

   Affiches 

   Dépliants ou brochures 

   En ligne 
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   Séance d’information 

 Autre, veuillez préciser. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

24. Dans quelle mesure avez-vous trouvé difficile d’obtenir de l’information auprès du SCC 

sur le Counselling de carrière? 

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

25. Dans quelle mesure avez-vous trouvé difficile d’obtenir un rendez-vous en Counselling 

de carrière au SCC? 

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                  

26. J’ai été en mesure d’obtenir un rendez-vous dans un délai raisonnable. 

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

27. Le SCC est un service utile sur le campus.  

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  

                  

28. En général, êtes-vous satisfait des services que vous avez reçus au SCC?  

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement d'accord 

  1    2   3   4   5   6  
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Student Awareness Survey - English  

    

 Demographic Questions 

 

1. What is your gender? 

   Male 

   Female 

   Other 

 

2. What is your age?  

   below 18 years of age 

   18 - 20 years of age 

   21 - 22 years of age 

   23 - 24 years of age 

   25 - 26 years of age 

   27 - 28 years of age 

   29 - 30 years of age 

   More than 30 years of age 

 

3. What is your current enrolment status 

   Part-time student 

   Full-time student 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. In what year of your academic program are you currently enrolled? 

   1st year undergraduate program 

   2nd year undergraduate program 

   3rd year undergraduate program 

   4th year undergraduate program 

   Masters program 

   PhD program 

   Other graduate program 

 

5. Which faculty are you in? 

   Faculty of Arts 

   Faculty of  Education 

   Faculty of  Engineering 

   Faculty of  Graduate and Post-Doctoral Studies 

   Faculty of  Health Sciences 

   Faculty of  Law 

   Faculty of  Medicine 

   Faculty of  Science 

   Faculty of  Social Sciences 

   Telfer School of Management 

 

6. Are you an international student? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

 Awareness Questions  
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7. How aware are you that the University of Ottawa offers counselling and coaching 

 services? Note: This is not the same service that puts on the career fairs. 

 Not at all aware         Very aware 

  1   2    3    4   5   6   

                   

 

8. Of which of the following Counselling and Coaching Service services are you aware 

(check all that apply): 

   One-on-one counselling sessions  

   One-on-one coaching sessions 

   Career counselling  

   Career workshops 

   Career testing 

   Counsellor in residence  

   Counselling information workshops 

   Online information on Emergency Services/advice on how to response to friends  

  in crisis 

 

If you answered 1, 'not at all aware' to question 7, please click on submit at the end of the survey.  

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. How did you hear about CCS? (check all that apply): 

   Email 

   Posters 

   Pamphlets 

   Online 

   Information Session 
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   In class presentations 

   Referral 

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. If you were referred, by whom were you referred? (e.g., professor, program 

administrator, friend etc.) 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. Have you ever accessed CCS?  

   Yes 

   No 

 

12. If yes, for which services? (Check all that apply): 

   Personal counselling  

   Coaching 

   Career counselling  

 Other, please specify 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. If no, have you ever considered accessing CCS? 

   Yes 

   No 

 

14. If yes, after considering accessing CCS, why did you change your mind? 
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Can you think of any reasons why a student would choose to access CCS? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

16. During which year(s) of your studies did you consider accessing CCS (check all that 

 apply): 

   1st year undergraduate program 

   2nd year undergraduate program 

   3rd year undergraduate program 

   4th year undergraduate program 

   Masters program 

   PhD program 

   Post-Doc  

   Other graduate program 

 

17. CCS is a valuable campus service. 

Strongly Disagree        Strongly Agree 

  1   2   3   4   5   6  

                   

 

  

Student Awareness Survey – French 

 

 Questions de démographie 
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1. Êtes-vous… 

   Homme 

   Femme 

   Autre 

 

2. Quel âge avez-vous? 

   Moins de 18 ans 

   18-20 ans 

   21-22 ans 

   23-24 ans 

   25-26 ans 

   27-28 ans 

   29-30 ans 

   Plus de 30 ans 

 

3. Quel est votre statut d’étudiant actuel? 

   Étudiant à temps-partiel  

   Étudiant à temps plein 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser :  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. À quelle année de votre programme d’études en êtes-vous?  

   Programme de premier cycle - première année 

   Programme de premier cycle - deuxième année 

   Programme de premier cycle - troisième année 

   Programme de premier cycle - quatrième année 

   Programme de maîtrise 
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   Programme postdoctoral 

   Autre 

 

5. De quelle faculté faites-vous partie?  

   Faculté des sciences sociales 

   Faculté d'éducation 

   Faculté de genie 

   École de gestion Telfer 

   Faculté des arts 

   Faculté de droit 

   Faculté des études supérieures et postdoctorales 

   Faculté de médecine 

   Faculté des sciences 

   Faculté des sciences de la santé 

 

6. Êtes-vous un étudiant international? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

 Questions sur les connaissances du SCC 

 

7. Sur une échelle de 1 à 6, dans quelle mesure êtes-vous informé au sujet des services de 

 counselling et de coaching qu’offre l’Université d’Ottawa? Remarque : ce n’est pas le 

 même Service qui est lié au salon des carrières.  

Pas du tout informé          Très informé   

  1   2   3   4   5   6   
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8. Le cas échéant, lequel des services suivants du SCC connaissez-vous le mieux? (Veuillez 

 cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.): 

   Séances de Counselling personnel (individualisées) 

   Séances de Coaching personnel (individualisées) 

   Counselling de carrière 

   Ateliers de carrière 

   Analyse de carrière 

   Conseiller en résidence 

   Ateliers d’information sur le counselling 

   Information en ligne sur les services d’urgence et conseils sur la façon de réagir si 

 un ami est en crise.  

 

 Si vous avez répondu 1, 'pas du tout informé' à la question 7, cliquez sur soumettre à la 

 fin du sondage 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. Comment avez-vous entendu parler du SCC?  (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses 

pertinentes.): 

   Courriel 

   Affiches 

   Dépliants ou brochures 

   En ligne 

   Séance d’information  

   Présentations en classe 

   Aiguillage 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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10. Si vous avez été aiguillé vers le SCC, quelle est la personne qui vous a recommandé nos 

services (un professeur, un ami, etc.)? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

11. Avez-vous déjà fait appel aux services du SCC? 

   Oui 

   Non 

 

12. Dans l’affirmative, pour quels services? 

   Counselling personnel 

   Coaching 

   Counselling de carrière 

 Autre. Veuillez préciser: 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

13. Dans la négative, avez-vous déjà envisagé la possibilité de faire appel au SCC?  

   Oui 

   Non 

 

14. Dans l’affirmative, pourquoi ne l’avez-vous pas fait?  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Selon vous, quelles sont les raisons pour lesquelles les étudiants choisissent de faire appel 

au SCC? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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16. Pendant quelle année de vos études avez-vous envisagé la possibilité de faire appel au 

Service de counselling et de coaching (SCC)?  (Veuillez cocher toutes les réponses pertinentes.)   

   Programme de premier cycle - première année 

   Programme de premier cycle - deuxième année 

   Programme de premier cycle - troisième année 

   Programme de premier cycle - quatrième année 

   Programme de maîtrise 

   Programme de troisième cycle (doctorat) 

   Programme postdoctoral 

   Autre programme d’études supérieures 

 

17. SCC est un service utile sur le campus.  

 Entièrement en désaccord       Entièrement en accord 

  1   2   3   4               5              6  
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Appendix D:  Detailed Data Tables
13

 

Demographic Information 

 
IRP Data: Undergraduate Student Demographics  

  CCS Clients Control Group 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 2703 100 2733 100 
      
Faculty Arts 711 26% 718 26% 

 Education 150 6% 149 5% 
 Engineering 163 6% 172 6% 
 Health Sciences 290 11% 295 11% 
 Law 186 7% 188 7% 
 Medicine 24 1% 22 1% 
 Science 280 10% 287 11% 
 Social Sciences 718 27% 722 26% 
 Admin 181 7% 180 7% 
 Total  100%  100% 

      
Gender Male 703 26% 725 27% 
 Female 2000 74% 2008 73% 

 Total  100%  100% 
      
Language English 2033 75% 2058 75% 
 French 670 25% 675 25% 

 Total  100%  100% 
      
Years to Grad. 1 1515 74% 1365 78% 
 2 503 24% 363 21% 
 3 24 1% 19 1% 
 4 12 1% 12 1% 

 Total  100%  100% 
 

IRP Data: Graduate Student Demographics  

  CCS Clients Control Group 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 265 100 265 100 
      
Gender Male 91 34% 91 34% 
 Female 174 66% 174 66% 

 Total  100%  100% 
      
Program PhD 65 25% 65 25% 
 Master’s 200 75% 200 75% 

 Total  100%  100% 
      
Years to Grad. 1 1515 74% 1365 78% 

                                                 
13

 Numbers in these tables are rounded.  
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 2 503 24% 363 21% 
 3 24 1% 19 1% 
 4 12 1% 12 1% 

 Total  100%  100% 
 

Career Counselling  

  Freq. %   Freq. % 
 Total 28 100     
        
Faculty Arts 11 39% Age < 18 years old 1 4% 

 Education 1 4%  18 - 20 years old 6 21% 
 FGPS 1 4%  21 - 22 years old 12 43% 
 Health Sciences 5 18%  23 - 24 years old 1 4% 
 Science 4 14%  27 - 28 years old 4 14% 
 Social Sciences 6 21%  29 - 30 years old 1 4% 
 Total  100%  > 30 years old 3 11% 

     Total   100% 
Gender Male 5 18%     
 Female 23 82% Year of Study Second Year 4 14% 

 Total  100%  Third Year 4 14% 
     Fourth Year 13 46% 
Language English 16 57%  Masters  5 18% 
 French 12 43%  PhD  1 4% 

 Total  100%  Total  96% 
        
Enrollment Part-time 5 18% International Yes 1 4% 
Status Full- time 23 82% Student No 27 96% 
 Total  100%  Total 28 100% 
 

Personal Counselling Clients 

  Freq. %   Freq. % 
 Total 298 100% Age    
     < 18 years old 65 22% 
Faculty Arts 68 23%  18 - 20 years old 79 27% 

 Education 19 6%  21 - 22 years old 40 13% 
 Engineering 13 4%  23 - 24 years old 44 15% 
 FGPS 10 3%  27 - 28 years old 16 5% 
 Health Sciences 31 10%  29 - 30 years old 19 6% 
 Law 14 5%  > 30 years old 34 11% 
 Medicine 14 5%  Total   100% 
 Science 31 10%     
 Social Sciences 72 24% Gender Male 50 17% 
 Administration 19 6%  Female 247 83% 

 Total 291 98%  Total 297 100% 
        
Language English 16 57% Year of Study First Year 6 2% 
 French 12 43%  Second Year 44 15% 

 Total  100%  Third Year 77 26% 
     Fourth Year 70 24% 
Enrollment Part-time 34 11%  Masters  50 17% 
Status Full- time 224 75%  PhD  21 7% 
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 Total  100%  Post-Doc 1 0% 
International 
Student 

Yes 11 4%  Other Grad 
Program 

14 5% 

 No 284 95%  Total 283 95% 
 Total 295 99%     

        
        

 

Professor Survey 

  Freq. %   Freq. % 
 Total 268 100%     
        
Faculty Arts 84 31% Position Part-Time  95 35% 

 Education 13 5%  Assistant  63 24% 
 Engineering 13 5%  Associate  61 23% 
 FGPS 1 0%  Full Professor 38 14% 
 Health Sciences 36 13%  Other 8 3% 
 Law 17 6%  Total 265 99% 
 Medicine 8 3%     
 Science 26 9% Years Teaching 0 - 4 years 92 34% 
 Social Sciences 58 22%  5 - 9 years 76 28% 
 Administration 10 4%  10 - 14 years 32 12% 

 Total 266 100%  15 - 19 years 26 10% 
     > 20 years 41 15% 
     Total 267 99% 
Language English 86 32     
 French 182 68     

 Total 268 100     
 

University Personnel Survey 

  Freq. %   Freq. % 
        
Faculty Arts 5 23% Position Academic Assistant 9 41% 

 Education 3 14%  Academic Advisor 10 46% 
 Engineering 2 9%  Academic Counsellor 1 5% 
 Health Sciences 2 9%  Coordinator 1 5% 
 Law 1 5%  Career Counsellor 1 5% 
 Social Sciences 4 18%  Total 22 100% 
 Administration 2 9%     
 Total 19 86% Years at UofO 0 - 4 years 8 36% 
     5 - 9 years 5 23% 

Language English 7 32%  10 - 14 years 2 9% 
 French 15 68%  15 - 19 years 0 0% 

 Total 22 100  > 20 years 5 23% 
     Total  20 91% 
 

 

 

Student Awareness Survey 

  Freq. %   Freq. % 
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Faculty Arts 54 19% Age < 18 years old 2 1% 
 Education 17 6%  18 - 20 years old 118 42% 
 Engineering 15 5%  21 - 22 years old 55 20% 
 FGPS 13 5%  23 - 24 years old 37 13% 
 Health Sciences 37 13%  25 - 26 years old 22 8% 
 Law 12 4%  27 - 28 years old 12 4% 
 Medicine 9 3%  29 - 30 years old 12 4% 
 Science 41 15%  > 30 years old 24 9% 
 Social Sciences 49 17%  Total  282 100% 

 Administration 35 12%     
 Total 282 100% Gender Male 66 23% 

     Female 214 76% 
Language English 211 75%  Other 2 1% 
 French 71 25%  Total 298 100% 

 Total  100%     
    Year of Study First Year 56 20% 

     Second Year 66 23% 
Enrollment Part-time 18 6%  Third Year 55 20% 
Status Full- time 264 94%  Fourth Year 39 14% 
 Total 282 100%  Masters  28 10% 
     PhD  17 6% 
International Yes 12 4%  Post-Doc 20 1% 
Student No 268 95%  Other Grad Program 56 20% 

 Total 280 99%  Total 281 100% 
        

        
 

Perseverance Towards Graduation 

Undergraduate Sample 

   CCS Clients Control Group 

  Effect 
size

14
 

Grad. Withdrew Grad. Withdrew 

   Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total* .142 2174 80% 529 20% 1858 68% 875 32% 
           
Faculty Arts* .130 533 75% 178 25% 452 63% 266 37% 

 Education* .436 147 98% 3 2% 95 34% 54 36% 
 Engineering  114 70% 49 30% 124 72% 48 28% 
 Health 

Sciences 
 242 83% 48 17% 238 81% 57 19.3% 

 Law* .196 168 90% 18 10% 142 76% 46 25% 
 Medicine* .296 22 92% 2 8% 15 68% 7 32% 
 Science* .104 218 78% 62 22% 197 69% 90 31% 
 Social 

Sciences* 
.172 583 81% 135 19% 477 66% 245 34% 

 Admin* .177 147 81% 34 19% 18 66% 62 34% 
Gender Male* 0.99 517 74% 186 27% 467 37% 258 65% 
 Female* 0.159 1657 83% 343 17% 1391 69% 617 31% 

                                                 
14

 Measures of association used are Cramer’s V for faculty and Phi for the remaining categories.  
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Language English* 0.151 1620 80% 413 20% 1363 66% 695 34% 
 French* 0.113 495 73% 116 17% 495 73% 180 27% 

 

Graduate Student Sample  

  CCS Clients  Control Group  

  Grad. In Progress Withdrew Total (n) Grad. In Progress  Withdrew Total (n)  
  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %  
PhD  44 68 9 14 12 19 65 41 63 11 17 13 20 65 
Master’s  160 80 19 10 21 11 200 151 76 19 10 30 15 200 

Not Significant 

Client Survey: Did you access CCS because you were considering quitting school and if so, did you stay in school 

because of what you learned at CCS? 

  Effect size
15

 Yes No Total 

   Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total* .461 32 53% 29 48% 61 100 
         
Year of 
Program 

1
st

 Year n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

 2
nd

 Year* .523 7 70 3 30 10 100 
 3

rd
 Year* .334 7 44 9 56 16 100 

 4
th

 Year* .567 10 63 6 38 16 100 
 Masters* .624 4 50 4 50 8 100 
 PhD Not sig. 1 50 1 50 2 100 
 Post-Doc Not sig. 0 0 1 100 1 100 
 Other Grad. Not sig. 1 50 1 50 2 100 
         

Gender Male* .482 6 50 6 50 12 100 
 Female* .456 26 53 23 47 49 100 

         
         
Language English* .457 24 50 24 50 48 100 
 French* .482 8 62 5 39 13 100 

         

 

Individual Success 

Counselling and Coaching Clients: How helpful was CCS with your particular problem? 

  Not at all 
helpful 

2 3 4 5 Very 
Helpful 

  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 31 11% 34 12% 41 14% 54 19% 52 19% 70 25% 

Year of 
Program 

1
st

 Year 2 33% 1 17% 0 0% 0 0% 1 17% 2 33% 

 2
nd

 Year 4 9% 3 7% 5 11% 7 16% 11 25% 14 32% 

                                                 
15

 Measures of association used are Cramer’s V for faculty and Phi for the remaining categories.  
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 3
rd

 Year 15 20% 12 16% 10 13% 15 19% 12 16% 13 17% 

 4
th

 Year 5 7% 10 15% 13 19% 12 17% 11 16% 18 26% 

 Masters 5 10% 5 10% 6 12% 10 20% 12 24% 12 24% 

 PhD 0 0% 1 5% 3 14% 4 19% 4 19% 9 43% 

 Post-Doc 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Other 
Grad. 

0 0% 2 14% 3 21% 6 43% 1 7% 2 14% 

Gender Male 4 8% 7 14% 1 2% 13 27% 9 18% 15 31% 

 Female 29 12% 28 11% 41 17% 43 17% 47 19% 58 24% 

Language English 29 12% 32 13% 34 14% 43 17% 43 17% 65 26% 

 French 4 8% 3 6% 8 16% 14 28% 13 26% 8 16% 

Age 18-20 12 18% 12 18% 9 14% 9 14% 11 17% 12 18% 

 21-22 3 4% 9 11% 17 22% 19 24% 18 23% 13 16% 

 23-24 6 15% 2 5% 5 13% 9 23% 6 15% 11 28% 

 25-26 5 11% 2 5% 3 7% 10 23% 9 20% 15 34% 

 27-28 1 6% 1 6% 1 6% 5 31% 4 25% 4 25% 

 29-30 3 16% 3 16% 1 5% 2 11% 5 26% 5 26% 

 >30 3 9% 6 18% 6 18% 3 9% 3 9% 13 38% 

Enrolment 
Status 

Part-time 2 6% 7 21% 5 15% 4 12% 6 18% 10 29% 

 Full-time 24 11% 22 10% 34 15% 44 20% 44 20% 55 25% 

Faculty Arts 8 12% 7 10% 11 16% 10 15% 16 24% 16 24% 

 Education 0 0% 2 11% 2 11% 7 37% 4 21% 4 21% 

 Engineering 1 8% 2 15% 2 15% 6 46% 0 0% 2 15% 

 FGPS 1 10% 0 0% 5 50% 2 20% 2 20% 0 0% 

 Health 
Sciences 

6 20% 4 13% 3 10% 5 17% 6 20% 6 20% 

 Law 1 7% 1 7% 2 14% 2 14% 4 29% 4 29% 

 Medicine 0 0% 3 21% 2 14% 1 7% 2 14% 6 43% 

 Science 2 6% 3 10% 6 19% 8 26% 6 19% 6 19% 

 Social 
Sciences 

9 13% 12 17% 7 10% 11 15% 12 17% 21 29% 
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 Admin 5 26% 0 0% 1 5% 4 21% 2 11% 7 37% 

International 
Student 

Yes 2 18% 0 0% 4 36% 1 9% 2 18% 2 18% 

 No 31 11% 35 12% 37 13% 56 20% 53 19% 71 25% 

 

Personal Success 

  Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 Strongly 
Agree 

  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 36 13% 27 10% 54 19% 71 25% 51 18% 40 14% 

Year of Program* 
**(.184) 

1
st

 Year 2 33% 1 17% 0 0% 3 50% 0 0% 0 0% 

 2
nd

 Year 6 14% 1 2% 8 19% 8 19% 12 28% 8 19% 

 3
rd

 Year 11 15% 12 16% 11 15% 17 23% 17 23% 5 7% 

 4
th

 Year 9 13% 5 7% 17 25% 15 22% 12 18% 9 13% 

 Masters 5 10% 3 6% 13 27% 13 27% 4 8% 11 22% 

 PhD 0 0% 1 5% 3 15% 7 35% 5 25% 4 20% 

 Post-Doc 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Other 
Grad. 

2 15% 4 31% 1 8% 4 31% 1 8% 1 8% 

Gender Male 6 13% 5 10% 3 6% 13 27% 13 27% 8 17% 

 Female 30 13% 23 10% 53 22% 58 25% 40 17% 32 14% 

Language English 31 13% 25 11% 43 18% 56 24% 45 19% 36 15% 

 French 5 10% 3 6% 13 27% 16 33% 8 16% 4 8% 

Age 18-20 11 17% 9 14% 13 20% 14 22% 12 19% 5 8% 

 21-22 4 5% 9 12% 20 27% 18 24% 16 22% 7 9% 

 23-24 5 14% 2 5% 7 19% 10 27% 5 14% 8 22% 

 25-26 5 12% 1 2% 7 16% 11 26% 7 16% 12 28% 

 27-28 0 0% 1 6% 3 19% 5 31% 5 31% 2 13% 

 29-30 5 28% 2 11% 3 17% 6 33% 1 6% 1 6% 

 >30 6 18% 4 12% 3 9% 8 24% 7 21% 5 15% 

Enrolment Status Part-time 4 13% 4 13% 7 22% 3 9% 10 31% 4 13% 

 Full-time 25 12% 20 9% 43 20% 58 27% 36 17% 33 15% 
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Faculty* **(.216) Arts 10 0% 1 1% 5 3% 1 1% 9 5% 10 0% 

 Education 15 0% 8 10% 19 23% 7 3% 13 26% 15 0% 

 Engineering 3 3% 4 1% 1 0% 2 3% 10 0% 3 3% 

 FGPS 5 16% 33 10% 4 0% 14 10% 15 0% 5 16% 

 Health 
Sciences 

11 4% 3 3% 5 1% 4 11% 9 3% 11 4% 

 Law 17 21% 25 30% 19 8% 29 35% 13 16% 17 21% 

 Medicine 19 9% 2 5% 7 5% 1 6% 15 2% 19 9% 

 Science 29 47% 17 50% 26 38% 7 19% 22 11% 29 47% 

 Social 
Sciences 

11 1% 2 0% 5 0% 3 8% 14 7% 11 1% 

 Admin 17 5% 17 0% 19 0% 21 26% 21 37% 17 5% 

International 
Student 

Yes 1 35% 1 35% 1 35% 1 35% 1 35% 1 35% 

 No 9 13% 9 13% 9 13% 9 13% 9 13% 9 13% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05  **Cramer’s V 

 
Success in Studies 

  Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 Strongly 
Agree 

  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 44 16% 42 15% 66 23% 51 18% 46 16% 35 12% 

Year of 
Program 
 

1
st

 Year 2 33% 1 17% 1 17% 1 17% 1 17% 0 0% 

 2
nd

 Year 6 14% 1 2% 11 26% 8 19% 8 19% 9 21% 

 3
rd

 Year 14 19% 16 21% 17 23% 11 15% 12 16% 5 7% 

 4
th

 Year 12 18% 11 17% 17 26% 8 12% 10 15% 7 11% 

 Masters 6 12% 6 12% 12 24% 12 24% 6 12% 7 14% 

 PhD 0 0% 2 11% 4 22% 2 11% 7 39% 3 17% 

 Post-Doc 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Other 
Grad. 

2 14% 4 29% 1 7% 5 36% 0 0% 2 14% 

Gender Male 10 21% 4 9% 8 17% 10 21% 7 15% 8 17% 

 Female 34 14% 37 16% 58 25% 41 17% 39 17% 27 11% 

Language English 31 13% 25 11% 43 18% 56 24% 45 19% 36 15% 
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 French 5 10% 3 6% 13 27% 16 33% 8 16% 4 8% 

Age* 
**(.177) 

18-20 13 21% 12 19% 17 27% 6 10% 10 16% 5 8% 

 21-22 6 8% 16 22% 18 24% 14 19% 12 16% 8 11% 

 23-24 6 16% 1 3% 10 26% 11 29% 4 11% 6 16% 

 25-26 6 14% 3 7% 7 16% 8 19% 10 23% 9 21% 

 27-28 0 0% 0 0% 6 38% 3 19% 3 19% 4 25% 

 29-30 5 28% 4 22% 3 17% 5 28% 1 6% 0 0% 

 >30 8 25% 6 19% 5 16% 4 13% 6 19% 3 9% 

Enrolment 
Status 

Part-time 4 13% 5 16% 6 19% 7 22% 6 19% 4 13% 

 Full-time 32 15% 33 15% 53 25% 35 16% 35 16% 26 12% 

Faculty* 
**(.209) 

Arts 12 18% 5 7% 12 18% 14 21% 12 18% 12 18% 

 Education 0 0% 4 21% 3 16% 9 47% 2 11% 1 5% 

 Engineering 1 8% 5 42% 3 25% 3 25% 0 0% 0 0% 

 FGPS 1 13% 2 25% 3 38% 2 25% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Health 
Sciences 

5 19% 4 15% 4 15% 4 15% 6 23% 3 12% 

 Law 3 21% 1 7% 1 7% 3 21% 3 21% 3 21% 

 Medicine 4 29% 2 14% 5 36% 0 0% 2 14% 1 7% 

 Science 1 3% 5 16% 13 42% 4 13% 6 19% 2 6% 

 Social 
Sciences 

11 16% 12 18% 17 25% 7 10% 10 15% 11 16% 

 Admin 5 26% 1 5% 4 21% 3 16% 4 21% 2 11% 

International 
Student 

Yes 1 10% 2 20% 2 20% 2 20% 1 10% 2 20% 

 No 42 15% 40 15% 64 24% 48 18% 45 17% 33 12% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
**Cramer’s V 
 
Success in Professional Life 

  Strongly 
Disagree 

2 3 4 5 Strongly 
Agree 

  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 45 16 43 15 60 21 66 23 44 15 33 11 
Year of 
Program 

1
st

 Year 3 50% 0 0% 1 17% 0 0% 1 17% 1 17% 
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 2
nd

 Year 6 14% 3 7% 7 16% 13 30% 7 16% 8 18% 

 3
rd

 Year 13 17% 14 19% 17 23% 15 20% 12 16% 4 5% 

 4
th

 Year 13 19% 12 18% 14 21% 12 18% 10 15% 6 9% 

 Masters 6 12% 5 10% 14 28% 12 24% 6 12% 7 14% 

 PhD 0 0% 1 5% 5 25% 4 20% 6 30% 4 20% 

 Post-Doc 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Other Grad. 2 14% 5 36% 1 7% 4 29% 1 7% 1 7% 

Gender Male 10 20% 5 10% 4 8% 13 27% 8 16% 9 18% 

 Female 35 15% 38 16% 55 23% 53 22% 36 15% 24 10% 

Language English 39 16% 36 15% 50 21% 54 22% 34 14% 29 12% 

 French 6 12% 7 14% 10 20% 12 24% 10 20% 4 8% 

Age* 
**(.174) 

18-20 13 20% 11 17% 15 23% 11 17% 9 14% 5 8% 

 21-22 6 8% 19 25% 16 21% 17 22% 11 14% 7 9% 

 23-24 6 15% 3 8% 12 31% 9 23% 3 8% 6 15% 

 25-26 6 14% 3 7% 4 9% 12 28% 9 21% 9 21% 

 27-28 0 0% 0 0% 5 31% 4 25% 6 38% 1 6% 

 29-30 5 26% 3 16% 3 16% 5 26% 2 11% 1 5% 

 >30 9 26% 4 12% 5 15% 8 24% 4 12% 4 12% 

Enrolment 
Status 

Part-time 5 15% 5 15% 6 18% 10 30% 5 15% 2 6% 

 Full-time 31 14% 33 15% 50 23% 48 22% 30 14% 27 12% 

Faculty* 
**(.206) 

Arts 11 16% 8 12% 10 15% 17 25% 11 16% 10 15% 

 Education 1 5% 3 16% 2 11% 9 47% 3 16% 1 5% 

 Engineering 1 8% 5 42% 2 17% 3 25% 1 8% 0 0% 

 FGPS 1 10% 1 10% 5 50% 3 30% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Health 
Sciences 

5 17% 6 21% 3 10% 6 21% 6 21% 3 10% 

 Law 3 21% 1 7% 1 7% 4 29% 2 14% 3 21% 

 Medicine 5 36% 2 14% 3 21% 0 0% 2 14% 2 14% 

 Science 2 6% 3 10% 14 45% 7 23% 4 13% 1 3% 
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 Social 
Sciences 

10 14% 11 16% 17 24% 11 16% 10 14% 11 16% 

 Admin 5 26% 1 5% 3 16% 3 16% 5 26% 2 11% 

International 
Student 

Yes 1 9% 1 9% 4 36% 2 18% 2 18% 1 9% 

 No 43 15% 42 15% 56 20% 63 23% 42 15% 32 12% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
**Cramer’s V 

Career Counselling 

Reason for Accessing CCS
16

 

  Help Making Decisions 

  Yes No 
  Freq. % Freq. % 
Year of 
Program* 

1
st

 Year 3 50% 0 0% 

**(.540) 2
nd

 Year 3 75% 1 25% 

 3
rd

 Year 4 1% 0 0% 

 4
th

 Year 4 31% 9 69% 

 Masters 3 60% 2 40% 

 PhD 1 1% 0 0% 

 Post-Doc 0 0% 0 0% 

 Other Grad. 0 0% 0 0% 

Gender Male 2 40% 3 60% 

 Female 14 61% 9 39% 

Language English 10 63% 6 38% 

 French 6 50% 6 50% 

Enrolment 
Status 

Part-time 4 80% 1 20% 

 Full-time 11 48% 12 52% 

International 
Student 

Yes 0 0% 11 44% 

 No 14 56% 11 44% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
**Cramer’s V 

                                                 
16

 Age and faculty have too many low cell counts to be analyzed.  
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In which services did you participate?  

 Yes No Total 

 Freq. % Freq. % Freq. %
17

 
Did you attend the initial 
session?   

7 25% 21 75% 28 100% 

Did you attend the first 
workshop?  

8 29% 18 64% 26 93% 

Did you take the Strong Interest 
Inventory Test? 

11 39% 13 46% 24 85% 

Did you take the Myers-Briggs 
Test? 

12 43% 12 43% 24 86% 

Did you attend the second 
workshop? 

10 36% 13 46% 23 82% 

 

Sessions/Workshops Helpful 

 Not at all 
helpful 

2 3 4 5 Very 
Helpful 

Total 

 Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
Was the first 
workshop 
helpful? 

1 4% 1 4% 0 0% 5 18% 2 7% 2 7% 11 39% 

Did workshop 
help clarify 
career goals? 

0 0% 3 11% 2 7% 3 11% 0 0% 2 7% 24 86% 

Was the 
second 
workshop 
helpful? 

1 4% 0 0% 1 4% 4 14% 3 11% 0 0% 24 86% 

Was the 
interpretation 
helpful 

0 0% 3 11% 2 7% 3 11% 0 0% 2 7% 24 86% 

 

 Jobs well suited for me 

  Disagree Agree 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Year of 
Program 

2
nd

 Year 1 33% 2 67% 

 3
rd

 Year 2 50% 2 50% 

 4
th

 Year 9 82% 2 18% 

 Masters 3 75% 1 25% 

 PhD 1 1% 0 0% 

Gender Male 3 75% 1 25% 

 Female 14 70% 6 30% 

                                                 
17

 Totals may not reach 100% due to missing values 
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Language English 9 75% 3 25% 

 French 8 67% 4 33% 

Enrolment 
Status* 
**(.589) 

Part-time 
0 0% 3 1% 

 Full-time 17 81% 4 19% 

International 
Student 

Yes 1 1% 0 0% 

 No 16 73% 6 27% 

 

Awareness Surveys 

Professor Awareness 

  Not at all 
Aware 

2 3 4 5 Very Aware 

  Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
 Total 73 27 44 16 44 17 40 15 30 11 36 14 

Years 
Teaching 

0-4 Years 34 37% 18 20% 14 15% 11 12% 8 9% 7 8% 

 5-9 Years 22 29% 11 15% 12 16% 14 18% 8 11% 9 12% 

 10-14 Years 5 16% 5 16% 4 13% 5 16% 5 16% 7 23% 

 15-19 Years 6 23% 5 19% 5 19% 3 12% 2 8% 5 19% 

 20 or More 6 15% 5 12% 9 22% 7 17% 7 17% 7 17% 

Language* 
**(.376) 

English 40 47 15 17 14 16 13 15 2 2 2 2 

 French 33 18 29 16 30 17 27 15 28 15 34 19 

Faculty Arts 16 19% 17 20% 16 19% 14 17% 9 11% 12 14% 

 Education 5 39% 1 8% 2 15% 0 0% 1 8% 4 31% 

 Engineering 6 46% 1 8% 3 23% 1 8% 1 8% 1 8% 

 FGPS 1 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Health 
Sciences 

11 31% 3 8% 6 17% 6 17% 6 17% 4 11% 

 Law 10 59% 1 6% 2 12% 2 12% 1 6% 1 6% 

 Medicine 3 38% 2 25% 2 25% 1 13% 0 0% 0 0% 

 Science 5 19% 7 27% 4 15% 6 23% 3 12% 1 4% 

 Social 
Sciences 

14 24% 11 19% 6 10% 9 16% 8 14% 10 17% 
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 Admin 2 22% 1 11% 3 33% 1 11% 1 11% 1 11% 

Position Part-Time  28 30% 13 14% 18 19% 15 16% 11 12% 10 11% 

 Assistant 23 37% 10 16% 13 21% 5 8% 5 8% 6 10% 

 Associate 15 25% 16 26% 6 10% 11 18% 7 12% 6 10% 

 Full 
Professor 

5 13% 5 13% 5 13% 7 18% 5 13% 11 29% 

 Other 1 13% 0 0% 2 25% 1 13% 2 25% 2 25% 

 

Differences among groups of professors aware of different services: 
 

One-on-one counselling 

  Yes No 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Language* 
**(.160) 

English 32 37% 54 63% 

 French 99 54% 83 46% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
**Phi 
 

One-on-one Coaching 

  Yes No 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Years 
Teaching* 
** (.180) 

0-4 Years 7 8% 85 92% 

 5-9 Years 13 17% 63 83% 

 10-14 
Years 

9 28% 23 72% 

 15-19 
Years 

4 15% 22 85% 

 20 or 
More 

7 17% 34 83% 

Language* 
**(.115) 

English 8 9% 78 91% 

 French 149 82% 33 18% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
** Phi  
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Career Counselling 

  Yes No 

Language* 
**(.136) 

English 19 22% 67 78% 

 French 87 48% 95 52% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
** Phi 
 

Career Workshops 

  Yes No 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Language* 
**(.305) 

English 9 11% 77 90% 

 French 74 41% 108 60% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
** Phi 
 

Career Testing  

  Yes No 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Language* 
**(.221) 

English 3 4% 83 97% 

 French 37 20% 145 80% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
** Phi  
 

Counselling Information Workshops 

  Yes No 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Language* 
**(.138) 

English 3 4% 83 97% 

 French 37 20% 145 80% 

Position* 
**(.203) 

Part-time 8 8% 87 92% 

 Assistant 3 5% 60 95% 

 Associate 4 7% 57 93% 

 Full 
Professor 

5 13% 33 87% 

 Other 3 38% 5 63% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
** Phi 
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Online Information 

  Yes No 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Years 
Teaching* 
** (.212) 

0-4 Years 9 10% 83 90% 

 5-9 Years 8 11% 68 90% 

 10-14 
Years 

1 3% 31 97% 

 15-19 
Years 

8 31% 18 69% 

 20 or 
More 

5 12% 36 88% 

*Significant χ², p<0.05 
** Phi 
 

Professors who have referred students refer them for:  

 Yes No 

 Freq. % Freq. % 

Personal 

Counselling* 
98 93% 8 8% 

Career Counselling* 26 25% 80 76% 

Coaching* 13 12% 93 88% 

*χ², p<.05 
** Phi 
 

University Personnel 

University Personnel: Awareness 

  Aware Unaware 

  Freq. % Freq. % 
Position Academic 

Assistant 
5 56% 4 44% 

 Academic 
Advisor 

3 30% 7 70% 

 Academic 
Counsellor 

0 0% 1 100% 

 Coordinator 1 100% 0 0% 

 Career 
Counsellor  

1 100% 0 0% 

Language* 
**(.624) 

English 7 100% 0 0% 

 French 0 0% 10 68% 

Faculty* 
***(.717) 

Arts 1 20% 4 80% 

 Education 3 100% 0 0% 

 Engineering 1 50% 1 50% 
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 Health 
Sciences 

0 0% 2 100% 

 Law 1 100% 0 0% 

 Social 
Sciences 

2 50% 2 50% 

 Admin 2 100% 0 0% 

*p<.05 
** Phi 
***Cramer’s V 
 

Differences in Language  

 English French 

 Aware Unaware Aware Unaware 
 Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
One-on-One Counselling* 
**(.623) 

6 86 1 15 3 20 12 80 

Career Workshops* 
**(.568) 

7 100 0 0 6 40 9 60 

Counselling Information Workshop* 
**(.677) 

5 71 2 29 1 7 14 93 

Online Resources* 
**(.690) 

4 57 3 43 0 0 15 100 

*  p<0.05 

** Phi 
 

Student Awareness Surveys 

General Awareness 

    

 Not at all aware 2 3 4 5 Very Aware 
 Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 

English 43 21% 43 21% 37 18% 32 15% 17 8% 36 17% 

French 34 48% 18 25% 6 9% 7 10% 2 3% 4 6% 

p<.05 

ϕ = .306 

 

Awareness of which services: Differences between groups 

 English French 

 Yes No Yes No 
 Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
One-on-One Counselling* 
**(.267) 

109 52% 102 48% 15 21% 56 79% 

Career Counselling* 
**(.303) 

118 56% 93 44% 15 21% 56 79% 

Career Workshops* 
**.287 

101 48% 110 52% 11 16% 60 85% 

Career testing * 
**(.245)  

58 28% 153 73% 3 4% 68 96% 
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Counselling Information 
Workshops* 
**(.119) 

35 17% 176 83% 5 7% 66 93% 

*p<.05 
** Phi 

 
CCS is a valuable service 

Strongly Disagree 2 3 4 5 Strongly Agree 

Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % Freq. % 
7 2.5 13 5% 37 13% 43 15% 40 14% 76 27% 
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Appendix E: Student Awareness Quotes 

 

Guidance and support: 

“We all need support and guidance in some way”“[Students access CCS] if they need guidance 

or help”. 

“[Students access CCS] pour l’aide confidentielle” 

“[Students access CCS] if they are trying to figure out what they are doing with their future”. 

“[Students access CCS when they are] figuring things out while at university as it is a very 

different universe that needs adjusting to after high school”.  

“[Students access CCS] because life is stressful and strategies can help” 

 

Personal guidance: 

“[Students access CCS because it is a] great way to prepare for the job world before exiting 

university at which point there is less help available” 

“[Students access CCS for] counselling for any career decision” 

“[Students access CCS because of difficulties with] relations interpersonelles” 

“[Students access CCS because of a] death of a family member or friend” 

“[Students access CCS because of] psychological reasons” 

 

Career guidance: 

“[Students access CCS for help] finding direction for what they want to study” 

“[Students access CCS for] help with teachers' college information” 

 

Academic guidance:  

“[Students access CCS] to help with time management and stress” 

“[Students access CCS] to help students do better in their academic studies” 

“[Students access CCS because] university life is incredibly stressful” 
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“[Students access CCS because they] can't cope with all the stress” 

 


